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WILD COUNTRY

Wild Country came about as the brainchild of UK based climber Mark Vallance. It was set up to manufacture what was to
become the most famous piece of rock climbing gear of all time, the Friend. Friends were the innovation of US climber
Ray Jardine who Mark had met in the USA a few years earlier. Then when Ray couldn't find a partner in the US to develop
and produce his revolutionary new unit, Mark and he joined forces and Wild Country was born.
Founded in 1977, at a tiny factory in a village in the heart of the UK's Peak District, Wild Country went from strength to
strength on the back of this revolutionary tool and became a name synonymous with hard climbing everywhere.
"In everything we do, in everything we create, and wherever we climb, our ambition, our energy and our experience lead
us forward. We push the limits at all times."
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Friends

WILD COUNTRY

‘Have you got the bag of ‘friends’ Ray?’ The name stuck…
Friends are the most iconic protection ever made. Throughout their 38 year tenure, although the construction has changed, their essence remains the same.
At the heart of each iteration has been the definitive 13.75 cam angle; described, refined and developed by Wild Country and proven in thousands of miles
of cracks climbed since 1977! This new Friend is no different, built with a twin axle it remains a Friend. It's our 13.75° constant cam angle providing the axis
around which future climbers will place their trust. Robust and reliable this Friend combines classic features and significant additions to create an intriguing mix
of old and new.
Never defined by how it is built, but by how it performs, the Friend's iconic status is simply enhanced by this twin axle version. Crucially, this is design at its most
practical making the new Friend the only twin axle cam that combines the convenience and comfort of a thumb-loop with the speed and utility of an extendable
sling. Faster, smoother, lighter in use and superbly finished; our clever combination of key features with innovative engineering makes the new Friend the most
complete cam available. With over 40 years of experience, the Friends are the original, most trusted camming devices on the market.
•

Hollow axles (patented) are stiffer for less weight

•

Wide, skimmed lobes grip better yet are kinder on the rock

•

12 mm Dyneema is agile & easily extended, saving the time and weight of having to use a quickdraw on each piece

•

Original 13.75 deg camming angle

•

Twin axle increases the range per unit

•

Ergonomic floating trigger design

Friend Set Small

Friend Set Large

Friend Set of 6

WCFRIENDSET3-SML

WCFRIENDSET3-LGE

WCFRIENDSET6

The Friend Set (0.4, 0.5, 0.75) contains three of
Wild Country’s smallest cams for thin cracks

The Friend Set (1.0, 2.0, 3.0) contains three
of Wild Country’s larger cams

Contains six of Wild Country’s Friend cams: 0.4,
0.5, 0.75, 1, 2, 3 (smallest to second largest)

RRP | $339.95

RRP | $369.95

This set will protect you through the entire range
of mid-sized cracks and will suit beginners looking
for their first rack
RRP | $649.95

Individual Friends
SIZE

COLOUR

RANGE (MM)

STRENGTH*

WEIGHT (G)

SKU

RRP

0.4

silver

15.8 - 26.37

10 kN / 10 kN

75

WCFRIEND-0.4

$129.95

0.5

purple

20.6 - 34.5

12 kN / 10 kN

88

WCFRIEND-0.5

$129.95

0.75

green

25.8 - 43

12 kN / 10 kN

102

WCFRIEND-0.75

$134.95

1.0

red

31.7 - 53.6

12 kN / 10 kN

123

WCFRIEND-1.0

$134.95

2.0

gold

41.5 - 69.3

12 kN / 10 kN

142

WCFRIEND-2.0

$144.95

3.0

blue

52.7 - 88

12 kN / 10 kN

192

WCFRIEND-3.0

$144.95

4.0

silver

66.8 - 112.1

12 kN / 10 kN

260

WCFRIEND-4.0

$164.95

* 12 kN - sling doubled
10 kN - sling extended

6
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Zero Friends

WILD COUNTRY

Introducing the new Zeros for solid holding power in small placements. The ultimate weapon for thin cracks, pockets or peg scars on cutting-edge climbs and
extreme adventures. This micro version of the iconic Friend has one of the narrowest heads on the market, which means it fits nicely in shallower grooves with
its slightly adapted version of the definitive (13.75°) constant camming angle.
On the 0.1, the head is just 27.9 mm, while the 0.2 is only 29.2 mm. Engineered with a dual axle, stainless steel termination swage, and one of the best
expansion ranges going, it comes in six sizes for simpler racking and faster selection. We machined the hot-forged, raw-finish, aluminum alloy lobes with a
radical design to ensure maximum rated strength values, minimum weight and reduced walking.
•

The strong steel cable that makes up the single flexistem is encased in flexible armoured metal plates, an innovative design that offers enhanced
protection and yet still bends effectively to accommodate downward pull in a horizontal placement

•

The easy-grab ergonomic thumb loop of our guided trigger system allows confident triggering with minimal flex, essential for accurate placement and
removal. The thumb loop is also a boon to aid climbers, offering an easy place to clip etriers, daisies or fifis

•

The extendable Dyneema sewn sling gives you more flexibility in use and means you can reduce the number of quickdraws on your rack. Its semi-rigid
nature also means it stays open for easy access

Narrow Head

Stem Protection With Spring
Armoured Metal Plates

High-Friction Machined Cam Faces

Flexible Stem

Zero Set Small

Zero Set Large

WCZEROSETSM

WCZEROSETLG

The Zero Set (0.1, 0.2, 0.3) contains three of Wild Country’s
smallest micro-cams for thin cracks

The Zero Set (0.4, 0.5, 0.75) contains three of Wild Country’s
larger micro-cams for thin cracks

RRP | $384.95

RRP | $399.95

Ergonomic Floating
Trigger Design

Strong Lightweight Design

Individual Zeros

Ergonomic Thumb Loop

10 Mm Dyneem a Extendable Sling

8

SIZE

COLOUR

RANGE (MM)

WEIGHT (G)

SKU

RRP

0.1

red

8.04 - 13.2

51

WCZERO-0.1

$129.95

0.2

yellow

9.88 - 16.25

58.1

WCZERO-0.2

$129.95

0.3

blue

13.44 - 22.1

68.6

WCZERO-0.3

$129.95

0.4

silver

15.8 - 26

70.6

WCZERO-0.4

$129.95

0.5

purple

20 - 32.9

76.9

WCZERO-0.5

$139.95

0.75

green

25 - 41.1

82.6

WCZERO-0.75

$139.95

0.1 - 0.3

-

-

-

WCZEROSETM

$384.95

0.4 - 0.75

-

-

-

WCZEROSETLG

$399.95
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Rocks

Superlight Offset Rocks

The Rock with its curved sides is a Wild Country original and revolutionised how we protect routes.

Subtle, superlight & secure, Superlight Offset Rocks are by far the lightest passive pro per size in the world.

Still the backbone of any good rack, the current incarnation is considerably more advanced than its predecessor and significantly lighter as well. Keeping the
original groundbreaking curve, Rocks now come with thinner, lighter sidewalls, a lateral side taper, anodised heads for quick selection, and an extended range –
with fourteen sizes in all.

Simple, yet incredibly effective, they combine the proven curve of Rocks with a radical side taper that adds a new dimension to protection.

Revolutionary when launched and still turning heads, the fully featured Rocks range is the benchmark for the modern climber.

Offset tapered sides

Tapered sides

6 sizes

Anodised colour coding

Thinner wire

Lighter, thinner sidewalls

7075 alloy for easier removal

Fit cracks 7 mm to 50 mm

Classic Wild Country curve

WILD COUNTRY

Intuitive and easy to place, they’re perfect for trimming a rack without cutting down options. An instant classic, and a big hit with our testers, all that’s missing
from these slimline superstars is weight.

Colour-coded anodising

SIZE

COLOUR

DIMENSIONS

STRENGTH

WEIGHT

CODE

RRP

5

blue

12.5 mm x 6 mm

7 kN

20 g

WCOFFSETROCKS-5

$20.95

6

red

14.5 mm x 7 mm

7 kN

23 g

WCOFFSETROCKS-6

$20.95

7

gunmetal

16 mm x 7 mm

7 kN

23 g

WCOFFSETROCKS-7

$20.95

8

turquoise

18 mm x 8 mm

7 kN

26 g

WCOFFSETROCKS-8

$20.95

9

gold

20.5 mm x 9.5 mm

7 kN

30 g

WCOFFSETROCKS-9

$20.95

10

silver

23 mm x 10 mm

7 kN

45 g

WCOFFSETROCKS-10

$20.95

5 - 10

—

—

—

—

WCOFFSETROCKS5-10

$109.95

SIZE

COLOUR

DIMENSIONS

STRENGTH*

WEIGHT

CODE

RRP

1

purple

13 mm x 7 mm

7 / 3 kN

16 g

WCROCK-1

$16.95

2

green

13.8 mm x 8.2 mm

9 / 3 kN

25 g

WCROCK-2

$16.95

3

silver

14.5 mm x 9.6 mm

10 / 3 kN

28 g

WCROCK-3

$16.95

4

yellow

15.3 mm x 11.3 mm

10 / 8 kN

30 g

WCROCK-4

$16.95

5

blue

16.8 mm x 13.3 mm

10 / 10 kN

32 g

WCROCK-5

$16.95

6

red

19 mm x 15.6 mm

10 / 10 kN

36 g

WCROCK-6

$16.95

7

grey

21.2 mm x 18.4 mm

10 / 10 kN

38 g

WCROCK-7

$17.95

8

blue

24 mm x 21.6 mm

10 / 10 kN

41 g

WCROCK-8

$17.95

9

yellow

27.7 mm x 24.4 mm

10 / 10 kN

49 g

WCROCK-9

$18.95

10

silver

31 mm x 30 mm

10 / 10 kN

60 g

WCROCK-10

$18.95

Single wire colour-coded anodising

11

green

35 mm x 34 mm

10 / 10 kN

70 g

WCROCK-11

$20.95

Tapered sides

12

red

38 mm x 38 mm

10 / 10 kN

81 g

WCROCK-12

$20.95

13

yellow

41 mm x 44 mm

10 / 10 kN

94 g

WCROCK-13

$22.95

14

blue

47 mm x 50 mm

10 / 10 kN

109 g

WCROCK-14

$22.95

Rock Sets

Superlight Rocks
Superlight Rocks are essential gear for anyone wanting to climb lighter and faster without compromise. Slim, light, flexible, and supremely agile in tight spots,
these single wired beauties tick all the boxes as the perfect tool to complete any serious rack. In six sizes, with curved and tapered sides, they give any rack
more bite for very, very little weight. Matched with new Superlight Offset Rocks they make the perfect trad set.
7075 alloy for easier removal

SIZE

COLOUR

DIMENSIONS

STRENGTH

WEIGHT

CODE

RRP

1

violet

7.25 mm x 7 mm

4 kN

10 g

WCSLROCK-1

$24.95

2

green

8 mm x 8.2 mm

4 kN

13 g

WCSLROCK-2

$24.95

3

silver

9 mm x 9.6 mm

6 kN

15 g

WCSLROCK-3

$26.95

4

gold

10 mm x 11.3 mm

6 kN

16 g

WCSLROCK-4

$26.95

5

blue

11.5 mm x 13.3 mm

6 kN

21 g

WCSLROCK-5

$28.95

OPTION

CODE

RRP

Anodised colour coding

Rock Set 1 - 5

WCROCKSET1-5

$79.95

Lighter, thinner sidewalls

Rock Set 6 - 10

WCROCKSET6-10

$84.95

Rock Set 1 - 10

WCROCKSET1-10

$149.95

6

red

13 mm x 15.6 mm

6 kN

22 g

WCSLROCK-6

$28.95

Rock Set 11 - 14

WCROCKSET11-14

$79.95

1-6

—

—

—

—

WCSLROCK1-6

$139.95

Tapered sides

Fit cracks 7 mm to 50 mm

10
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Classic Rocks

Carabiners

WCROCKSET1-10

WILD COUNTRY

The original Rock design is available in a set of 1 - 10. Classic Rocks are perfect beginners’ tools. They keep the shape, curve and solidity of a classic design and
are a great introduction to the Wild Country range.
The original curved nut
In a set of 1 - 10
RRP | $129.95

SIZE

DIMENSIONS

STRENGTH

WEIGHT

1

13 mm x 7 mm

6 kN

16 g

2

13.8 mm x 8.2 mm

10 kN

25 g

3

14.5 mm x 9.6 mm

10 kN

28 g

4

15.3 mm x 11.3 mm

10 kN

30 g

5

16.8 mm x 13.3 mm

10 kN

32 g

6

19 mm x 15.6 mm

10 kN

36 g

7

21.2 mm x 18.4 mm

10 kN

38 g

8

24 mm x 21.6 mm

12 kN

47 g

9

27.7 mm x 24.4 mm

12 kN

60 g

10

31 mm x 30 mm

12 kN

71 g

Rockcentrics
A combination of the best ideas behind the trusty old Hexentric with Rock geometry. The Rockcentrics are brilliantly light, easy to use, offering plenty of
placement options and come with a colour co-ordinated dyneema sling that helps keep them firmly wedged once placed.
14 kN Dyneema sling
4 placement options
Side tapers
Lightweight

12

SIZE

COLOUR

STRENGTH

WEIGHT

CODE

RRP

4

silver

14 kN

43 g

WCRCDA-4

$28.95

5

green

14 kN

54 g

WCRCDA-5

$30.95

6

red

14 kN

69 g

WCRCDA-6

$30.95

7

gold

14 kN

91 g

WCRCDA-7

$30.95

8

blue

14 kN

118 g

WCRCDA-8

$32.95

9

violet

14 kN

156 g

WCRCDA-9

$32.95

5-9

—

—

—

WCRCDASET5-9

$134.95

Proton Straight Gate

Proton Bent Gate

Electron Straight Gate Electron Bent Gate

WCPROTONSN

WCPROTONBG

WCELECT2ST

WCELECT2BG

Sports specific and impeccably
designed, the radical Proton has
received plaudits across the board

Sports specific and impeccably
designed, the radical Proton has
received plaudits across the board

Distinct hot forged back and gates
have been carefully thought out to
create an ergonomic pair of biners
(straight & bent gate Proton)

Distinct hot forged back and gates
have been carefully thought out to
create an ergonomic pair of biners
(straight & bent gate Proton)

The Electron is a great-value,
versatile carabiner that does the
business for both sport and trad rock
climbing

The Electron is a great-value,
versatile carabiner that does the
business for both sport and trad rock
climbing

Built for smooth clipping and
stripping, the Proton enhances and
redefines this integral part of the
sports climbing experience

Built for smooth clipping and
stripping, the Proton enhances and
redefines this integral part of the
sports climbing experience

It has a wide gate and distinctive,
ergonomic shape that supports
smooth clipping, while the keylock
nose prevents snagging

It has a wide gate and distinctive,
ergonomic shape that supports
smooth clipping, while the keylock
nose prevents snagging

Hot forged

Hot forged

The hot forged solid gate
construction and internal geometry
provide lightweight strength, whilst
minimising cross loading

The hot forged solid gate
construction and internal geometry
provide lightweight strength, whilst
minimising cross loading

Hot forged gates

Hot forged gates

Keylock nose

Keylock nose

The straight gate is engineered for
the bolt-side of a quickdraw

The bent gate is engineered for the
rope-side of a quickdraw

Gate opening | 22 mm

Gate opening | 25 mm

Gate opening | 22 mm

Gate opening | 24 mm

Strength | 24 kN (major axis),
7 kN (cross loaded),
9 kN (gate open)

Strength | 24 kN (major axis),
7 kN (cross loaded),
9 kN (gate open)

Strength | 24 kN (major axis),
7 kN (cross loaded),
9 kN (gate open)

Strength | 24 kN (major axis),
7 kN (cross loaded),
9 kN (gate open)

Weight | 49 g

Weight | 48 g

Weight | 46 g

Weight | 46 g

Colour | blue

Colour | gun metal

Colour | black / orange

Colour | orange / black

RRP | $24.95

RRP | $24.95

RRP | $18.95

RRP | $18.95
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WILD COUNTRY

Session Straight Gate

Session Bent Gate

Helium 3.0

Wildwire

EOS Screw Gate

WC-SESSIONST

WC-SESSIONB

WCHELIUM3-BL, WCHELIUM3-GOLD,

WCWILDWIRE-SIL, WCWILDWIRE-RED,

WCEOS

WCHELIUM3-GR, WCHELIUM3-PUR,

WCWILDWIRE-GOL, WCWILDWIRE-PUR,

WCHELIUM3-RED, WCHELIUM3-SIL

WCWILDWIRE-BLU, WCWILDWIRE-GRE,

Ascent Lite Screw
Gate
WCASCENTLITE

Ascent HMS Screw
Gate
WCASCENTHMS

Ascent Lite Belay
Screw Gate
WCASCENTLTBL

WCWILDWIRE-5RP

Robust and versatile, this is your goto all-round straight gate carabiner
for easy handling
Hot forged back

Robust and versatile, a generalpurpose, all-round bend gate
carabiner designed for smoother
clipping

The definitive on-sight trad 'biner

"I" Beam back

Hot forged back

High strength - low weight due to
'I" Beam back construction

Keylock nose

"I" Beam back

Available in a pack of 6

Gate opening | 20 mm

Keylock nose

Strength | 23 kN (major axis), 8 kN
(cross loaded), 8 kN (gate open)

Gate opening | 21 mm

Updated 'clean-lock' nose wiregate
for ever greater security

Gate opening | 27 mm

Sleeker, slimmer, lighter, stronger;
Wild Country’s best-selling wiregate
gets a makeover
Trimmed of any excess it has been
remodelled with our "I" beam back, a
hooded nose and a leaner profile
Hot forged
Tech wiregate

Weight | 41 g

Strength | 23 kN (major axis), 8 kN
(cross loaded), 8 kN (gate open)

Strength | 24 kN (major axis),
7 kN (cross loaded),
10 kN (gate open)

Colour | purple

Weight | 42 g

Weight | 38 g

Gate opening | 26.5 mm

RRP | $13.95

Colour | lime

Colours | red, silver, blue, green,
gold, purple

Strength | 27 kN (major axis),
8 kN (minor axis),
9 kN (gate open)

RRP | $13.95

RRP | $20.95, $129.95 (6 pack)

Keylock nose & easy handling make
it perfect for trad, winter & alpine
Good gate opening & usable with
gloves

12 mm round bar
High strength 7075 extruded
thimble
Strength | 26 kN

Strength | 25 kN

Weight | 67 g

Weight | 53.5 g

RRP | $27.95

RRP | $26.95

Built for belaying and it's beyond
ample internals give plenty of room
for set ups
High strength 7075 extruded
thimble

Added lightweight wire gate keeper
ensures the biner stays perfectly
positioned on your harness belay
loop
Strength | 26 kN

Strength | 26 kN

Weight | 70 g

Weight | 74 g

RRP | $36.95

RRP | $29.95

CE EN 12275
Available in a pack of 6

Weight | 38 g
Colours | silver, red, gold, purple,
blue, green
RRP | $13.95, $79.95 (6 pack)

14
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Carabiners & Quickdraws

WILD COUNTRY

Session Screw Gate

Proton Sport Quickdraw

Electron Sport Quickdraw

Helium 3.0 Quickdraw Session Quickdraw

WC-SESSIONSC

WCPROTONQD-12, WCPROTONQD-17,

WCELECT2QD-12, WCELECT2QD-17,

WCHELIUM3QD10, WCHELIUM3QD15,

WCSESSIONQD12, WCSESSIONQD17,

WCPROTONQD-5, WCPROTONQD17-5

WDELECT2QD12-6

WCHELIUM3QD106

WCSESSIONQD126

Wild Country's compact, easy handling
locking carabiner with a screw gate and
optimised handling

The superb hot forged Proton carabiners combine
with the new variable width webbing to make an
awesome package

Ergonomic design for superb handling and
smooth action

The ultimate on-sight trad quickdraw

A robust, durable and versatile
quickdraw that offers easy handling
and excellent value

High strength

Deep internals locate both the bolt & rope
perfectly producing a clean hanging draw that’s
perfectly balanced

Keylock nose prevents snagging

Keylock nose

Hot forged
Keylock nose prevents snagging
Solid straightgate
'I' beam back
Strength | 23 kN
Weight | 45 g
Colour | purple
RRP | $20.95

Hot forged I beam construction

Updated 'clean-lock' nose wiregate
for even greater security
High strength and low weight due to
the 'I Beam' back construction

Polyester sling

Modified vari-width nylon webbing now easier to
grab

Hot forged backs

Hot forged

Keylock nose

16 - 25 mm Nylon Webbing

‘Vice’ sling protector ensures rope end biner is
correctly orientated

10 mm Dyneema

Keylock nose prevents snagging
when unclipping

Available in pack of 5

Vice locator

12 cm draws available in a pack of 6

Size | 12 cm, 17 cm

Wildwire Quickdraw

WCWILDWIREQD-20

WDWILDWIREQD10-5

Hooded nose

Sleeker, slimmer, lighter, stronger;
Wild Country’s best-selling wiregate
gets a makeover

Hot forged
Tech wiregate

12mm dyneema

Trimmed of any excess it has been
remodelled with our I beam back, a
hooded nose and a leaner profile.

Vice locator

Hooded nose

Size | 20 cm

Hot forged

Solid straight gate

Weight | 89 g

Tech wiregate

High gate open strength

'I Beam' back

Colour | blue / silver

I beam back

Size | 12 cm, 17 cm

12mm dyneema

Weight | 110 g, 113 g

Colour | gunmetal / teal

2 mm wire gate

Optimised for optimum strength/
weight ratio

RRP | $34.95

Weight | 116 g, 120 g

Clean-wire, no-hook gate

Colour | orange / black

RRP | $49.95, $244.95 (5 pack)

10 cm available in a pack of 6

RRP | $42.95, $249.95 (6 pack)

Size | 10 cm, 15 cm

Bent & straight gate biners

Wide opening for easy clipping

Weight | 83 g, 84.5 g
Colour | red, green
RRP | $44.95, $259.95 (6 pack)

16

Wildwire Quickdraw

High strength

I beam back

Vice locator

12 cm available in a pack of 6

Comes in a pack of 6

Size | 12 cm, 17 cm

Size | 10 cm

Weight | 99 g, 103 g

Weight | 85 g

Colour | purple / green

Colour | red / silver

RRP | $26.95, $154.95 (6 pack)

RRP | $169.95
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Harnesses & Accessories

Flow Men's
WCFLOWHM-S, WCFLOWHM-M,
WCFLOWHM-L

WILD COUNTRY

Syncro

Pro Key With Leash

Trigger Repair Kit

WC21SYNCRO-SM, WC21SYNCRO-LXL

WCPROKEYLSH

WCTRIGKIT1, WCTRIGKIT2

Engineered specifically for sport
climbing, its precise fit delivers
super-lightweight comfort, agility
and freedom of movement

We took the best elements of the
old Syncro, our fully featured big
capacity multi-pitch harness, and
then went back to the drawing board

Precision ground tip which allows
access to the smallest slots

Give your Friends a new lease of life
with our Trigger Repair Kits

Wiregate at the top which allows a
direct clip to the harness

Kit 1 repairs sizes 0.5 - 1
Kit 2 repairs sizes 2 - 4

Integrated wear indicator at lower
tie-in point

Maximum comfort when hanging:
wellcushioned,broad waistbelt
distributes load over entire surface
area

One piece ‘folded top’ gives a bigger
surface area to allow a firmer (less
painful) push with the palm

Comes with full instructions &
bending tool included

Flow Women's

Session Men's

Session Women's

Mosquito

WCFLOWHW-S, WCFLOWHW-M

WCSESSIONMH-S, WCSESSIONMH-M,

WCSESSIONWH-XS, WCSESSIONWH-S,

WC-MOSQXS, WC-MOSQSM,

WCSESSIONMH-L, WCSESSIONMH-XL

WCSESSIONWH-M

WC-MOSQMD, WC-MOSLG

The session is a versatile harness
with a lightweight, comfortable
fit. Designed with our unique
V-Flex™ belt and Dura-Weave mesh
construction

The session is a versatile harness
with a lightweight, comfortable
fit. Designed with our unique
V-Flex™ belt and Dura-Weave mesh
construction

For everything from modern sport
climbs to long mountain trad
multi-pitch

For everything from modern sport
climbs to long mountain trad
multi-pitch

Harness for all-round use

Harness for all-round use

Four spacious gear loops: rigid loops
at front, flexible loops at back for a
comfortable fit with a pack

Four spacious gear loops: rigid loops
at front, flexible loops at back for a
comfortable fit with a pack

Adjustable waistbelt

Adjustable waistbelt

Greater comfort and cushioning
thanks to weight distribution design

Greater comfort and cushioning
thanks to weight distribution design

Four lightweight gear loops: two
rigid front gear loops, two flexible,
low-profile rear gear loops that won’t
interfere with a pack

Ventilated padding

Ventilated padding

Ventilated and supportive padding

Ventilated and supportive padding

Adjustable leg loops

Adjustable leg loops

Supplied with protective storage bag

Supplied with protective storage bag

Four spacious rigid gear loops &
loop for carry tool

Four spacious rigid gear loops &
loop for carry tool

Sizes | S, M, L

Sizes | S, M

Weight | 385 g (medium)

Weight | 385 g (medium)

Improved slide buckles for easy
adjustment

Improved slide buckles for easy
adjustment

Colour | detroit blue / citronelle

Colour | purple / green

Adjustable leg loops

Adjustable leg loops

RRP | $129.95

RRP | $129.95

Optimum balance between comfort
and weight

Optimum balance between comfort
and weight

Rear haul/ gear loop

Supplied with protective storage bag

Supplied with protective storage bag

Unisex design

Sizes | S, M, L, XL

Sizes | XS, S, M

Sizes | XS, S, M, L

Weight | 400 g (medium)

Weight | 400 g (medium)

Weight | 220 g (extra small)

Two attachment points for ice screw/
tool holders

Colour | alloro / orange

Colour | aquiffer / orange

Colour | black / white

Rear haul/ gear loop

RRP | $149.95

RRP | $149.95

RRP | $179.95

Unisex design

Fixed leg loops with elasticated
risers
Two attachment points for ice screw/
tool holders

Supplied with protective storage bag

Ergonomically-shaped, adjustable
leg loops and waistbelt remain
comfortable while moving
Dual slide block, aluminium waist
buckles allow tie-in point to be
centred and equalize gear loops
Six gear loops: two rigid front gear
loops, four flexible rear gear loops
for organised racking, optimum
separation and to prevent bunching

RRP | $34.95, $36.95

Large central holes keep the weight
down
Comes with an extendable & flexible
leash which can be clipped (via a
mini-wiregate biner) to your harness
preventing loss in extreme positions
Weight | 109 g
RRP | $34.95

Sizes | S /M, L/XL
Weight | 560 g (S/M)
Colour | black / red

SIZE

LEGS (CM)

WAIST (CM)
SIZE

LEGS (CM)

WAIST (CM)

SIZE

LEGS (CM)

WAIST (CM)

S

42 - 54

71 - 79

M

48 - 56

SIZE

LEGS (CM)

WAIST (CM)

XS

40 - 45

62.5 - 74.5

SIZE

LEGS (CM)

WAIST (CM)

79 - 87

XS

40 - 48

60 - 68

S

46 - 51

71 - 79

S

45 - 55

71 - 79

M

50 - 60

79 - 87

S

46 - 56

71 - 78

L

52 - 60

87 - 95

S

46 - 54

67 - 75

M

50 - 55

87 - 95

M

51 - 61

78 - 85

XL

56 - 64

94 - 102

M

53 - 60

72 - 80

L

56 - 61

L
18

55 - 65

RRP | $199.95

SIZE

LEGS (CM)

WAIST (CM)

79.5 - 87.5

S/M

45 - 60

67 - 87.5

87 - 95

L/XL

55 - 70

83 - 102.5
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Chalk & Chalk Bags

Bags & Rope Control

WILD COUNTRY

Pure Chalk

Session Chalk Bag

Flow Chalk Bag

Spotter Boulder Bag

Rope Bag

Stamina Gear Bag

Ropeman 1

Ropeman 2

WCCHALK1000

WCSESSIONCH-CD, WCSESSIONCH-SA,

WCFLOWCH-CD, WCFLOWCH-DC,

WCSPOTTER-CD, WCSPOTTER-SA

WCROPEBAG-CD, WCROPEBAG-SA

WCSTAMINA-SA, WCSTAMINA-PE

WCROPEMAN1-BL, WCROPEMAN1-ORG

WCROPEMAN2-BLK,

WCSESSIONCH-PE, WCSESSIONCH-DC,

WCFLOWCH-SA, WCFLOWCH-PE

Compact, cylindrical chalk bag

A medium-sized, cylindrical chalk
bag

A monster chalk bag for big sessions,
built to stand proud
Abrasion-resistant ripstop fabric

Fleece lining

Made from abrasion-resistant and
grit-proof ripstop fabric

Brush loop

Compact pocket with zipper for keys

Reinforced base for stability

Drawstring closure

Fleece lining

Roll top closure

Belt with buckle

Brush loop

Magnetic closure

Packaging doubles up as a handy
dry bag

Drawstring closure
Belt with buckle

Volume | 0.6 L

Two brush holders

Diameter | 12 cm

Packaging doubles up as a handy
dry bag

Depth | 14 cm

Volume | 0.7 L

Weight | 85 g

Diameter | 12 cm

Colours | scarab / alloro, citronelle
/ detroit blue, petrol, detroit blue /
citronelle

Depth | 16 cm

100 % additive free chalk with
no dying agents
The bag is re-sealable so it does
not spill
Weight | 1 kg
RRP | $49.95

Made from abrasion resistant and
grit-proof ripstop fabric

RRP | $34.95

Weight | 110 g
Colours | scarab / alloro, citronelle
/ detroit blue, petrol, detroit blue /
citronelle
RRP | $44.95

WCROPEMAN2-GOLD

Volume-adjust compression straps

Ideal for self rescue, prussiking,
pulleys & hauling

Abrasion-resistant ripstop fabric

Hot forged side plates

Full zipper opening for easy access

Alloy cam

Detachable rope tarp

High strength stainless steel axle

Sized to accommodate all ropes up
to 80 m

External pocket for valuables

Stainless steel cable leash

Reinforced grab handles

Weight | 62 g

Zipped phone pocket

Abrasion-resistant ripstop fabric

Velcro pocket other essentials

Drawstring closure with one hand
operation

Rope carrier with aluminium buckle
on top

Fleece interior

Volume | 4 L
Diameter | 18 cm
Depth | 30 cm
Weight | 170 g
Colours | scarab / alloro,
citronelle / detroit blue
RRP | $49.95

A large, robust rope bag with a
classic, functional design that offers
reliable protection from dirt and dust
Integrated tarp and coloured tie
points are both ends for better
management

Compression straps with aluminium
buckles
Reinforced handles

Roll top closure

Large pocket for guidebooks etc.
Ergonomic, padded shoulder straps
Removable padded waist belt

Hide-away shoulder straps

Removable, adjustable chest
regulation

Zipped pocket

Volume | 41 L

Volume | 20 L

Tarp size | 32 x 21 x 55 cm

Tarp size | 40 x 23 x 25 cm

Weight | 1120 g

Weight | 500 g

Colours | scarab / alloro, petrol

Colours | scarab / alloro,
citronelle / detroit blue

RRP | $149.95

Colour | blue, organge
RRP | $79.95

Built with a stainless steel cam,
the Ropeman 2 works with a wide
range of rope diameters and has
become ‘standard issue’ for many
mountaineering & crag activities
Hot forged sideplates - making the
product lighter & providing a better
internal radius for smooth operation
across a broader range of carabiners
Stainless steel cam
High strength stainless steel axle
Stainless steel cable leash
Weight | 92 g
Colour | black, gold
RRP | $84.95

RRP | $74.95
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Apparel

WILD COUNTRY

Climbing Anchors is an official Wild Country distributor, please contact us for more information and specific styles
Please go to wildcountry.com/en-gb/ for full range
Below is only a sample of some of the models available

Pro Guide

Pro Lite

Revo

WCPROGUIDE-BLU, WCPROGUIDE-GUN,

WCPROLITE-RED, WCPROLITE-GRE,

WCREVO

WCPROGUIDE-PPL

WCPROLITE-GUN

New lightweight forging saves weight

Light, intuitive & smooth running

Guide mode compatible

Revised internals and deep wide V grooves give
control across a wide range of ropes & flat base
plate reduces grab when rope is needed quickly

Carabiner release function
Efficient breaking slots
Flexible cable leash
New oversize belay carabiner hole enables
complete carabiner rotation
Weight | 76 g

Working equally well belaying or abseiling the Pro
Lite is superb value for money for the all-round
climber
Accommodates rope from 7.7 mm 11 mm

Colour | blue / black, gunmetal / tangerine,
purple / green

Efficient braking slots

RRP | $49.95

Weight | 59 g

Flexible cable leash

Colour | red, green, gunmetal
RRP | $39.95

The Revo is the first bi-directional assisted locking
belay device. Its function is independent from the
loading orientation of the rope, thus eliminating
one of the most common causes of belay related
accidents
Irrespective of the situation, an uncontrolled
descent will cause the inertia reel to activate, grip
the rope & arrest the fall
The innovative, completely panic-proof locking
mechanism (pat. pending) removes the necessity
for a handle to unlock the system when lowering
the climber
The device is intuitive to use like a traditional belay
plate & is thus suited for both the novice & expert
alike
Safest tube-style belay device on the market
The Revo has no method of over-riding the locking
mechanism during belaying, or when lowering a
climber
Has an intuitive belaying method, which requires
no changes to standard belaying technique
No need for a specific locking carabiner
Rope range | 8.5 - 11 mm (EN892 1998 TYPE A)
Weight | 285 g
Colour | gunmetal / tangerine
EN standard | EN 1515-1 TYP8
RRP | $219.95
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BUTORA

Butora [Boo-tore-ah]
Definition (lang. Korean) - persistence, determination
Used by climbers and boulderers alike when telling someone to “go for it” or to “stick it.”
To some, climbing may be a hobby or a sport. To many, it is a way of life. We see it as a culture of warriors who challenge
themselves on each climb, each pitch, and each problem. Climbing is about learning how to overcome challenges and
develop the kind of resilience that is 100% transferable to your everyday life. By climbing, you want to be a part of
something bigger than yourself. Through Butora you can create a positive change for yourself and the world around you.
You are Butora!
Our team met through the climbing community. We struggled, learned, and more importantly, we challenged ourselves
to create an authentic avenue for change. We are just like you, and we are tired of our climbing shoes wearing out after
one season. Climbers have accepted the norm for far too long.
Butora is challenging that norm. Our team has developed a climbing shoe that compliments the personality of all climbers.
We don’t break down and wear out, why should our climbing shoes? When we put on a pair of Butora climbing shoes we feel
comfort, strength, performance and precision, not pain. We would like to share that with the entire climbing community.
We will do our best to ensure you buy your second pair of climbing shoes from us, because you appreciate how long your
first pair lasted, how comfortably snug they fit, and because you have grown attached to them.
We are Butora!
At Butora, we see your ideas and your insights as the driving force in a co-creative process. Our products are the avenue
for mutual creativity. When you buy a pair of Butora climbing shoes, you support our community, our projects, ideas,
fascinations, goals, and dreams. You could be sending a climber on the journey of their life, contributing to grants for
projects in our community, or funding the refurbishment of local crags. At Butora, we make a commitment to giving back.
If you have an idea, a product, or a project for our climbing community, we want to hear about it. Listening comes before
action. At Butora, we listen first, act second.
Together, we are Butora.
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Brand Background

BUTORA

In 2014, Butora Inc was started by Nam Hee Do, a man, whom combined with his team, has more than 20 years of climbing shoe manufacturing, design and
industry experience. The focus at Butora is design, and quality of materials. We have made a conscious choice to maintain that quality whatever the cost, without
bowing to profit margins.
Mr. Nam introduced his first Butora shoe, the Endeavor, to the South Korean climbing community in 2014. He followed with the Acro in 2015 which was named
by Rock and Ice as, The Best New Climbing Shoe of 2016. Butora now has a range of different styles, including a lace-up, a retro trad shoe, a one-of-a-kind
white-soled markless rental, and youth shoes, each perfected for its particular purpose. As a collaborator and expert craftsman who gets inspiration directly
form the diverse climbing community, Mr. Nam integrates the best of climbing into eco-aware, high performing climbing products.

Sizing
Climbing shoes tend to fit everyone’s feet differently. On average Butora's climbing shoes run small. This is because Butora climbing shoes are made to follow
the contour of your foot, making them a more narrow and accurate fit to the shape of your foot, without the extra material that you sometimes find in other shoes

26

Senegi

Advance

Comet

BUTORASENBLK-#

BUTORAADVANCEBL-#

BUTORACOMETWH-#

The Butora Senegi is a great all-round shoe to help
you with those long, all day climbing sessions

The Butora Advance is an all-purpose, all around
climbing shoe, for both long gym sessions and long
multiple pitch afternoons at the crag

The Butora 'Comet' is designed with Neo-Knit
technology, which offers a good performance, being
both comfortable and breathable

This “intro” shoe has so many bells and whistles
that even the pros will have a pair for their long
training sessions

Neo-Knit fabric that allows perspiration to
evaporate and provides greater comfort for
your feet

In many cases a shoe at this price point sacrifices
quality, the Advance doesn't follow suit; it is a
comfortable performer at a great price

A single strap provides easy fastening and allows
the shoe to be adjusted to all feet

U.S. MEN’S

U.S. WOMEN’S

EURO

U.K.

2

3

33

1

2.5

3.5

34

1.5

3

4

34.5

2

3.5

4.5

35

2.5

4

5

35.5

3

4.5

5.5

36

3.5

5

6

37

4

5.5

6.5

37.5

4.5

6

7

38

5

6.5

7.5

39

5.5

7

8

39.5

6

7.5

8.5

40

6.5

8

9

41

7

8.5

9.5

41.5

7.5

9

10

42

8

9.5

10.5

42.5

8.5

Neo Force performance rubber

10

11

43

9

Easy to use, hook and loop strap

10.5

—

44

9.5

Sizes | US 5 - 15

11

—

44.5

10

Polyurethane strip extended over the toe box to
maintain the shape of the shoe over time

Colour | black

11.5

—

45

10.5

Sizes | US 5 - 15

RRP | $119.95

Colour | blue

12

—

46

11

12.5

—

46.5

11.5

13

—

47

12

13.5

—

48

12.5

14

—

48.5

13

14.5

—

49

13.5

15

—

49.5

14

The Butora Senegi is made with the same fit &
design as the Butora Endeavour models
This means power and precision exactly where you
need it, combined with great comfort so that you
can climb for a long time
An assymetrical toe box that follows the natural
curve of the foot, and the shoe's triple-attached
tightening mechanisim ensure the perfect fit
With these unique features and the solid design,
the Senegi will meet your requirements for a
reliable and hard-working shoe.

4.0 mm Neo Fuse that gives you a soft friction you
can trust

Wearing COMET shoes, with 3D-printed midsoles,
one can climb all day long no matter indoor or
outdoor

Full length ABS mid-sole to maintain structural
integrity, and add to performance on small edges

Neo Force performance rubber

A full length ABS mid-sole for performance and
structural integrity

Knit upper; for breathability, comfort on the skin, a
light feel, and outstanding durability

Colour | white

Anti-bacterial treated lining

Microfibre lining for comfort; treated with an antimicrobial spray to reduce odour for up to six months

Reinforced rand for longer lasting durability

Sizes | US 5 - 15

RRP | $139.95

Asymmetrical shape to compliment the true shape
of the human foot for comfort and performance

RRP | $129.95
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BUTORA

Endeavour Moss

Endeavour Crimson

Altura

Acro

Gomi

Gomi LV

BUTORAENDMOSS-#

BUTORAENDCRIM-#

BUTORAALTURA-#

BUTORAACRO-#

BUTORAGOMIB-#

BUTORAGOMIP-#

If you're looking for all-around performance with
comfort, this is the shoe for you

The narrow version of the Endeavour Moss, with a
lower cut on the heel and ankle area

The Butora Altura is a mid top trad climbing
machine

The best choice is not having to choose between
comfort and performance

The Endeavour (Moss - high volume) gives you
power and precision exactly where you want it

The Endeavor (Crimson - low volume) gives you
power and precision where you want it

The Acro is an aggressively down-cambered shoe
designed for steep sport climbing and bouldering

Comfort and Performance make this shoe the
ideal intermediate option for those looking for the
best of both worlds

The slightly asymmetrical toe shape comfortably
follows the natural line of the foot, and the shoe has
an innovative triple fork webbing system for custom
fitting

The slightly asymmetrical toe shape comfortably
follows the natural line of the foot, and the shoe has
an innovative triple fork webbing system for custom
fitting

The Altura excels at long days of multi-pitch crack
climbing and big walls, but performs just as well on
sharp micro edges

Comfort and Performance make this shoe the
ideal intermediate option for those looking for the
best of both worlds
The Butora Gomi is a comfortable down-turned
performance climbing shoe wrapped in their NEO
Fuse sticky rubber that is best suited for sport
climbing and bouldering

The Butora Gomi is a comfortable down-turned
performance climbing shoe wrapped in their NEO
Fuse sticky rubber that is best suited for sport
climbing and bouldering

With its unique features and super solid
construction, the Endeavour will meet and exceed
your high expectations as a great all-around
climbing shoe

With its unique features and super solid
construction, the Endeavour will meet and exceed
your high expectations as a being great all-around
climbing shoe

At Butora they take the details seriously, like how
they use three different deniers of thread and don't
use liquid adhesives on the upper, allowing better
breathability

The Gomi gets back to Butora's tradition of
carefully pairing comfort with performance

The Gomi gets back to Butora's tradition of
carefully pairing comfort with performance

The Gomi is marginally softer than their other
aggressive models and is a completely new last
built from the ground up

The Gomi is marginally softer than their other
aggressive models and is a completely new last
built from the ground up

The two-piece tongue is made out of a breathable
mesh for comfort and ventilation. The tongue
contains Poron® memory foam and an open cell
sponge to absorb pressure from the straps

Two-piece Tongue is constructed of a highly
breathable mesh for comfort and ventilation

Whether in Yosemite, Indian Creek, or just at your
local crag, the Altura's performance and comfort are
so good you won't want to take them off

Butora's own NEO Fuse Sticky Rubber (4mm
Outsole)

Butora's own NEO Fuse Sticky Rubber (4mm
Outsole)

Large thin sticky rubber toe patch for excellent
sensitivity and grip while toe hooking

Large thin sticky rubber toe patch for excellent
sensitivity and grip while toe hooking

Power Rand rear rand that transfers power to the
forefoot and toebox

Power Rand rear rand that transfers power to the
forefoot and toebox

High tension heel rand brings the power to where
you need it

High tension heel rand brings the power to where
you need it

3D Moulded heal cup that tucks under rear rand
for durability

3D Moulded heal cup that tucks under rear rand
for durability

Sizes | US 5 - 13

Low volume fit

Ample rubber for protection and grip

Nylon mesh tongue with silicone sponge inside for
more comfort

Colour | seagrass

Sizes | US 6 - 13

Moisture-wicking split leather footbed

RRP | $199.95

Colour | pink

Sizes | US 6 - 13

Colour | orange

Sizes | US 5 - 15

3D injection moulded full lengths variable thickness
polyurethane midsole for torsion rigidity and
precision edging

Sizes | US 5 - 13

Colour | green

RRP | $219.95

Colour | moss

Butora Neo Fuse Rubber

RRP | $229.95

RRP | $159.95

Sizes | womens US 5 - 11.5

The front of the shoe is constructed from a special
synthetic micro fiber to help maintain its original
shape and the back half of the shoe is made from
natural leather for breathability and comfort
Fully lined with 100% organic hemp fabric to
minimise stretch and foot odour
Moisture-wicking, split-leather footbed for comfort
and a custom fit for your toes
3D, injection-moulded, full length polyurethane
midsole for torsion rigidity and precision edging
Butora Neo Fuse Rubber

The tongue contains Poron® memory foam and
open cell sponge to absorb any pressure from the
straps
The front of the shoe is constructed of a synthetic
micro fiber to help maintain its original shape and
the back half of the shoe is made from natural
leather for breathability and comfort
Fully lined with 100% organic hemp fabric to
minimise stretch while resisting odour development
Moisture-wicking split-leather foot bed for comfort
and custom fit to your toes

The 100% organic hemp lined German leather
stretches very little, so the size you buy is the size
you end up with

Butora's own NEO Fuse sticky rubber
100% Organic Hemp lining to control stretch and
odour
German leather upper; the best leather Butora can
find
Open cell Poron foam tongue for all day jamming
comfort
Closed cell foam padded ankle protection

The combination of soft synthetic and natural
leather in the upper construction allows for
even greater performance and a surprisingly
comfortable fit
A high-tensioned heel rand brings power to the
front toe for superior edging. Butora’s signature
triple fork hook and loop strap gives you the
convenience of a slipper with the security and
custom fit of a lace-up shoe
The extended toe rubber in the Acro is designed
to give you superior hooking capability without
adding an excessive amount of rubber
Neo Fuse performance rubber
Wide velcro strap and triple fork system for a
custom fit
Moisture wicking German split-leather footbed for
comfort
3D injection molded midsole for a perfect fit

RRP | $199.95

Colour | crimson
RRP | $159.95
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BUTORA

Narsha

Comet Rental

Habara Double Toe Rental

BUTORANARSHAOR-#

BUTORACOMETRENT-#

BUTORAHABARADT-#

If you climb hard and stand on micro footholds, the
Narsha will be your new go-to shoe

The Comet Rental is designed like the Comet,
Butora have extended its lifespan, keeping in mind
that this range will be used on rough, hard surfaces
of climbing walls

Butora's own NEO Markless Sticky Rubber

The Narsha represents the newest innovation in
climbing shoe technology
The Narsha is a stiff performance shoe designed
for edging prowess during steep sport climbing
and bouldering
The Narsha employs Butora's stiffer N
 EO Force 
sticky rubber
Unique heel and rand system tensioning four ways
for a fit you can count on, the days of heel slippage
are gone
Injection molded full length mid sole with formed
arch support and 3D molded heel cup for power
transition and superb edging performance
Beautifully designed toe cover made for toe
hooking
Internal NFS strap that allows for all day comfort
or extreme precision
Sizes | US 5 - 13
Colour | orange
RRP | $239.95

Their Neo Gray sole does not leave any marks on
the floor, walls or grips of sports facilities, and
thanks to the 3D-printed midsole these shoes
always feel like new

Double Toe technology, a true double toe to
increase lifespan and maintain sensitivity
Eco friendly hemp lining for odor reduction
Convenient, easy to read rear sizing stamp
Opposing dual straps for easy on/off and custom
fit for all foot shapes

Bora Kids Rental

Bora Kids

Hexa

BUTORABORARENT-#

BUTORABORAORG-#, BUTORABORABLUE-#

BUTORAHEXAB-#

The climbing shoe designed for the little ones
to climb comfortably. Its single strap makes the
fastening easy and, with their innovative NEO
GRAY sole, these shoes do not leave scuff marks in
the floors, walls or grips of sports facilities

Bora shoes are specially designed so that future
champions start to take their first steps in the
vertical world

Urban approach hiking, comfortable in various
environments

On top of that, the Neo-Knit fabric prevents
perspiration and can be washed

Thanks to the single-strap fastening system, they
are easy to wear and super comfortable. So much
that kids will play with them as if they were wearing
sneakers

Butyl rubber outsole, toe rand and heel rand
rubber that protects the entire foot

Comfortable shoe - suitable for indoor or outdoor
climbing

Upper material, knit (polyester)

Full 3D midsole offers greater comfort, sensitivity
and consistency

Midsole material 3D molded Phylon midsole,
good for shock absorption, minimize fatigue when
hiking for long time.

This model can be customised for climbing clubs,
gyms and schools*

Heel snap. No more separated pair of shoes

The lining is also anti-bacterial so that the climbing
shoes always seem and feel new

Sizes | US 5 - 15

This model can be customised for climbing gyms

Suitable for indoor climbing

Colour | grey

Comfortable shoe - suitable for indoor climbing

Full 3D midsole offers greater comfort, sensitivity
and consistency. Depending on the model and
even the size of the shoe, sole thickness varies,
thus always keeping the same stiffness and feel

POA

Full 3D midsole offers greater comfort, sensitivity
and consistency

Butora’s own NEO grey rental rubber provides
excellent adhesion and durability without leaving
marks behind
Neo-Knit fabric that allows perspiration to
evaporate and provides greater comfort to your
feet
* Minimum order quantities apply for customised
models
Sizes | US 5 - 15
Colour | blue

Depending on the model and even the size of the
shoe, sole thickness varies, thus always keeping
the same stiffness and feel
Butora’s own NEO Fuse sticky rubber providing
excellent adhesion and durability
Neo-Knit fabric that allows perspiration to
evaporate and provides greater comfort to your
feet

Depending on the model and even the size of the
shoe, sole thickness varies, thus always keeping
the same stiffness and feel
Butora’s own NEO Fuse sticky rubber provides
excellent adhesion and durability
Neo-Knit fabric that allows perspiration to
evaporate and provides greater comfort to your
feet
German leather lining, which absorbs humidity and
offers comfort

Sizes | kids US 11 - 5

Sizes | kids US 11 - 5

Colour | blue

Colour | orange, blue

POA

RRP | $74.95

3D Knit upper that always fit your feet

Toe double-lasting technique

Insole material, high-quality 12mm PU (toe 6mm)

Toe rand, a special friction rubber in hardness of
72, heel rand- a special elastic rubber in hardness
of 66
Outsole material, super high grip outsole 72
degrees, BUTORA unique technology, 100%
butyl-rubber (NEO Fuse)
Sizes | US 6 - 14
Colour | black
RRP | $149.95

POA
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TENDON

Tendon is a brand name that is synonymous with high-quality, in the fields of dynamic, static and specialty ropes, cords
and slings.
Their equipment is some of the most innovative and sustainable around and have been offering the feeling of safety and
giving delight to climbers since 1999.
They continue to inspire with their utilisation of advanced technologies and reliability, most recently with their TeFIX®
patented technology which permanently bonds the sheath to the core, preventing sheath slippage.
All Tendon products are developed and produced in the Czech Republic and, naturally, conform with European Standards.
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Master Pro Series

Master Series

Key
CS

Complete Shield

Std

Standard

y/g

Yellow / Green

k/b

Khaki / blue

bicol

Bicolour

The Master Pro Series uses the same SBS construction originally developed for the Master, but with
increased sheath material for increased abrasion resistance and durability and reduced impact force.

TENDON

Extremely light ropes with a small diameter and low weight for the toughest sport climbing and for extreme ascents in the mountains. The latest technologies
and experience of our development team were used for their production. TEFLON®Eco is used for impregnating the sheath and/or the core of the rope using
the revolutionary TENDON NANOTECHNOLOGY method. Selected ropes are then equipped with SBS construction of sheath, which makes the rope not only
more resistant to abrasion, but also soft and easy to manipulate. We have made Master ropes for all extreme climbers and demanding users.

Master Pro 8.9

Master Pro 9.2

Master Pro 9.7

Master 8.5

Master 8.6

Master 9.7

EN 892 / CE 1019

EN 892 / CE 1019

EN 892 / CE 1019

EN 892 / CE 1019

EN 892 / CE 1019

EN 892 / CE 1019

Brand new rope certificated as single, twin and
half rope. New version of simple braid system
(SBS) and complete shield impregnation
guarantees good resistance and great lifespan

If you are a sport climber and you like small
diameters of ropes but you are not satisfied with
their life spans, your problems are gone with the
Master Pro

When Tendons athletes field tested the rope,
they were awestruck by the rope´s outstanding
durability

High wear resistance and long lifespan targets this
rope towards both extreme rock climbs in summer
as well as winter mountaineering

The thinnest single rope we offer. The low weight,
which is only 50 g/m, makes it an ideal weapon,
which will help you to send your hardest projects

The low weight, only 52 g/m, and low rope drag
makes it excellent on-sight rope for hard climbing
projects where every small detail matters

With a small diameter of 9.2 mm, the rope
withstands as many falls as the 9.9 mm rope
and the improved SBS sheath enhances its
abrasion resistance

This incredible resilience is down to the unique
braid SBS construction, which guarantees superior
resistance to wear, greatly increasing the lifespan
of the rope

The possibility of its use as half rope and twin rope
increases its versatility greatly

A top-class single rope with low weight and our
SBS sheath construction that combines both
increased resistance to abrasion and great
handling qualities

Code

Type

Colour

RRP

TMP92CS60R

60 m, CS

red

$319.95

Code

Type

Colour

RRP

TM85D50B

50 m, CS

k/b

$249.95

Code

Type

Colour

RRP

Code

Type

Colour

RRP

$379.95

TM85D50Y

50 m, CS

y/g

$249.95

TM86D60B

60 m, CS

blue

$349.95

TM97S60G

60 m, Std

green

$279.95

Code

Type

Colour

RRP

TMP97S60G

60 m, std

green

$329.95

TMP97S70B

70 m, std

blue

Code

Type

Colour

RRP

TMP92CS60B

60 m, CS

blue

$319.95

TMP89D60T

60 m, CS

blk / tq

$339.95

TMP92CS70B

70 m, CS

blue

$364.95

TMP89D70T

60 m, CS

blk / tq

$389.95

TMP92CS70R

70 m, CS

red

$364.95

TMP97S70G

70 m, std

green

$379.95

TM85D60B

60 m, CS

k/b

$299.95

TM86D60P

60 m, CS

purple

$349.95

TM97S60BC

60 m, Std

bicolour

$329.95

TMP89D80T

70 m, CS

blk / tq

$429.95

TMP92CS80B

80 m, CS

blue

$409.95

TMP97S80G

80 m, std

green

$429.95

TM85D50Y

60 m, CS

y/g

$299.95

TM86D70P

70 m, CS

purple

$399.95

TM97S70BC

70 m, Std

bicolour

$369.95

*Single rope properties
Rope diameter (mm)

8.9

Rope diameter (mm)

9.2

Rope diameter (mm)

9.7

Rope diameter (mm)

8.5

Rope diameter (mm)

8.6

Rope diameter (mm)

9.7

Weight (g/m)

52

Weight (g/m)

58

Weight (g/m)

65

Weight (g/m)

46

Weight (g/m)

50

Weight (g/m)

61

Number of UIAA falls

6

Number of UIAA falls

9

Number of UIAA falls

9

Number of UIAA falls

10

Number of UIAA falls

5

Number of UIAA falls

7-8

Max. impact force (kN)

9.1

Max. impact force (kN)

9.1

Max. impact force (kN)

8.4

Max. impact force (kN)

5

Max. impact force (kN)

9.1

Max. impact force (kN)

7

Sheath slippage (%)

0.2

Sheath slippage (%)

0.3

Sheath slippage (mm)

-0.4

Sheath slippage (%)

0.1

Sheath slippage (%)

0.3

Sheath slippage (%)

0.1

Static elongation (%)

6.9

Static elongation (%)

6.1

Static elongation (%)

9.8

Static elongation (%)

7

Static elongation (%)

4.3

Static elongation (%)

6.3

Dynamic elongation (%)

31

Dynamic elongation (%)

31

Dynamic elongation (%)

30

Dynamic elongation (%)

35

Dynamic elongation (%)

30

Dynamic elongation (%)

36

Knotability

0.8

Knotability

1

Knotability

0.9

Knotability

0.8

Knotability

0.9

Knotability

0.9

34
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Ambition Series

Indoor Ropes

TeFIX®

The most popular ropes in our collection. Outstanding technical parameters, excellent handling and
versatility predispose these ropes for frequent use. Applying TEFLON®Eco using the revolutionary
TENDON NANOTECHNOLOGY method makes the absolute top of-the-line impregnated ropes.

A dynamic single rope with high safety factor and
utmost durability. Designed for heavy usage in
rope training centres and climbing schools.

A brand new patented technology, TeFIX® provides for permanent connection of the core and the
sheath. This is achieved by special materials added between the sheath and the core and an additional
technological procedure that provides durable connection of the core and the sheath. Benefits of the
TeFIX® technology:

TENDON

•

Possibility of emergency use of the rope, even in case of completely damaged sheath

•

Guaranteed zero sheath slippage

•

3% lower dynamic elongation

Ambition 9.8

Ambition 10

Indoor 10.2

Indoor 10.4

Master 9 TeFIX®

Ambition 10.2 TeFIX®

EN 892 / CE 1019

EN 892 / CE 1019

EN 892 / CE 1019

EN 892 / CE 1019

EN 892 / CE 1019

EN 892 / CE 1019

A more conventional sport rope designed for
climbers aiming to get better

A dynamic sport climbing rope of SBS
construction with a perfect design. Excellent
handling, high resistance to abrasion & low weight
are the special characteristics, which make this
rope the top within its class

An Indoor rope specifically developed and tested
for climbing on artificial walls and for top rope
belaying

The top indoor ropes specially developed and
tested for climbing on artificial walls and for top
rope belaying

Robust sheath, practical and easy identify cable
rope design, long life, excellent handling – are the
specific parameters of a rope for indoor climbing

Robust sheath, practical and easy identifiable
rope design, long life, excellent handling are the
specific parameters of ropes for indoor climbing

This is the perfect do it all rope, with an added
layer of safety. The thin 9 mm size is perfect for
sending the hardest sport or trad route. Perfect for
a lightweight alpine rope in the mountains too!

For indoor climbing: An new version the robust
Master 10.2 enriched with TeFIX® technology.
The fact that the core is connected with the sheath
prevents the sheath from slippage and provides
a maximum possible safety in case of the sheath
damage

Sold as 300 m spool

Sold as 200 m and 300 m spools

Code

Type

Colour

RRP

TA98S30

30m, Std

g

$129.95

TA98S60YG

60 m, Std

y/g

$249.95

TA98S60GRN

60 m, Std

green

$249.95

TA98S60BC

60 m, std

bicol

$309.95

TA98D60YG

60 m, CS

y/g

$309.95

TA98D60G

60 m, CS

green

$309.95

TA98S70YG

70 m, Std

y/g

$289.95

TA98S70G

70 m, Std

green

$289.95

TA98D70YG

70 m, CS

y/g

$369.95

TA10S60B

60 m, Std

blue

TA98D70G

70 m, CS

green

$369.95

TA10S60R

60 m, Std

red

TA98S80BY

80 m, Std

yellow

$329.95

Code

TA10S70R

Type

70 m, Std

Colour

RRP
$259.95

Code

Type

Colour

RRP

$259.95

TA102IN
300GRE

300 m,
Std

green

$1799.95

$299.95

red

The proprietary TeFix® technology permanently
fuses the sheath to the core with fibers that won’t
bleed through the sheath or break down over
time, giving you the added security you want for a
lightweight rope

Code

Type

Colour

RRP

TTF9S60P

60 m, Std

pink

$299.95

Code

Type

Colour

RRP

TTF9S70P

70 m, Std

turquoise

$349.95

TA104I200B

200 m, Std

blue

$1199.95

TTF9S80P

80 m, Std

turquoise

$399.95

TA104I300R

300 m, Std

red

$1799.95

TTF9S200B

200 m ,std

turquoise

$999.95

The most robust and safest rope for big walls from
Tendons catalogue. TeFIX® technology holds the
core and the sheath firmly together so that in case
of emergency you can use the rope even when the
sheath is ripped

Code

Type

Colour

RRP

TTF102
S60Y

60 m, Std

yellow

$339.95

TT102
S200Y

200 m,
std

yellow

$ 1139.95

Rope diameter (mm)

9.8

Rope diameter (mm)

10

Rope diameter (mm)

10.2

Rope diameter (mm)

10.4

Rope diameter (mm)

9

Rope diameter (mm)

10.2

Weight (g/m)

64

Weight (g/m)

67

Weight (g/m)

68

Weight (g/m)

72

Weight (g/m)

55

Weight (g/m)

67

Number of UIAA falls

9

Number of UIAA falls

9

Number of UIAA falls

7

Number of UIAA falls

8-9

Number of UIAA falls

6

Number of UIAA falls

11

Max. impact force (kN)

7.1

Max. impact force (kN)

7.8

Max. impact force (kN)

8.8

Max. impact force (kN)

7.7

Max. impact force (kN)

8.9

Max. impact force (kN)

8.3

Sheath slippage (%)

0

Sheath slippage (%)

0.1

Sheath slippage (%)

0.1

Sheath slippage (%)

0.1

Sheath slippage (%)

0

Sheath slippage (%)

0

Static elongation (%)

6.2

Static elongation (%)

7.7

Static elongation (%)

7.2

Static elongation (%)

6.5

Static elongation (%)

9.6

Static elongation (%)

6.9

Dynamic elongation (%)

35

Dynamic elongation (%)

33

Dynamic elongation (%)

32

Dynamic elongation (%)

35

Dynamic elongation (%)

31

Dynamic elongation (%)

33

Knotability

0.8

Knotability

1

Knotability

0.9

Knotability

1

Knotability

0.9

Knotability

0.8

36
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Trust Series

Canyoning Ropes

Static Ropes

TENDON

These are the most durable ropes in our collection.
Their outstanding durability, long service life and
high number of falls are properties making these
the ideal ropes for use in rock climbing centres,
mountain climbing schools and schools for special
climbing and rescue training.

Trust 11

Salamander 10.2 Canyon

Canyon Pro 9.0

Speleo Static 9 mm & 11 mm

Static 9, 10 & 11 mm

EN 892 / CE 1019

EN 1891 / CE 1019

EN 1891 / CE 1019

EN 1891 / CE 1019

EN 1891 / CE 1019

A dynamic single rope with high safety factor and
durability

As the name implies, the canyoning rope
Salamander is an amphibian. With a diameter of
10.2 mm, it has many properties specialised for
canyoning. It has improved resistance, excellent
knotability and retains its softness, even after
repeated wetting. The construction and materials
used assist in minimising the shrinkage of the rope
in a wet environment with a thicker and coarser
sheath and floats on water. It is a static rope which
is characterised by minimum elongation as a result
of the production technology used

9 mm static rope with a Teflon finish Complete
Shield which increases its water and abrasion
resistence considerably. The highly visible colour
guarantees that the user has control in any
situation where bad conditions prevail. The rope
is flexible and retains its softness even after a long
period of use

This rope was developed specially for cave
exploring

This excellent rope with low elongation and high
static strength is intended primarily for work at
height and for securing people above vertical
drops. The thicker the diameter, the stronger
the rope

Designed for heavy usage in rope training centres
and climbing schools where the properties of this
product will be appreciated most

Code

Type

TT11S50

50 m, Std

TT11S200Y

200 m, Std

TT11S200R

200 m, Std

Colour

RRP

It is outstanding for its low elongation, high static
strength and exceptional resistance to wear

Code

Type

Colour

RRP

Code

Type

Colour

RRP

TSP9-100

9 mm, 100 m

white

$289.90

$259.95

Code

Type

Colour

RRP

TCPRO960

60 m, CS

pink

$209.95

TSP9-200

9 mm, 200 m

white

$579.95

yellow

$1049.95

TGCSAL60

60 m, Std

yellow

$199.95

TCPRO970

70 m, CS

pink

$244.95

TSP11-100 11 mm, 100 m

white

$409.90

red

$1049.95

TGCSAL200

200 m, Std

yellow

$659.95

pink

$679.95

TSP11200

white

$819.90

TCPRO9200 200 m, CS

11 mm, 200 m

Rope diameter (mm)

10.2

Rope diameter (mm)

9

Rope diameter (mm)

9

11

Rope diameter (mm)

9

10

11

Weight (g/m)

60

Weight (g/m)

59

Weight (g/m)

48

77

Weight (g/m)

50

69

80

Rope diameter (mm)

11

Number of UIAA falls

20

Number of UIAA falls

16

Number of UIAA falls

12

20

Number of UIAA falls

20

20

20

Weight (g/m)

79

Relative sheath mass (%)

47

Relative sheath mass (%)

44

Relative sheath mass (%)

44

42

Relative sheath mass (%)

49

39

40

Number of UIAA falls

16

Sheath slippage (mm)

0

Sheath slippage (mm)

0.2

Sheath slippage (mm)

1

2

Sheath slippage (mm)

2

4

5

Max. impact force (kN)

8.1

Elongation 50 - 150 kg (%)

2.6

Elongation 50 - 150 kg (%)

3.6

Elongation 50 - 150 kg (%)

4.1

3.3

Elongation 50 - 150 kg (%)

3.8

3.4

3.3

Sheath slippage (%)

0.1

Shrinkage (%)

0

Shrinkage (%)

1

Shrinkage (%)

2.2

1.8

Shrinkage (%)

2.1

2

1.9

Static elongation (%)

6.1

Strength (kN)

23

Strength (kN)

28

Strength (kN)

23

34

Strength (kN)

23

31

33

Dynamic elongation (%)

34

Min. strength with knots (kN)

12

Min. strength with knots (kN)

18.4

Min. strength with knots (kN)

12

19

Min. strength with knots (kN)

13

17

20

Knotability

0.9

Rope type

—

Rope type

A

Rope type

B

A

Rope type

B

A

A

38

Code

Type

Colour

RRP

TS9-60

9 mm,
60 m

white

$179.95

TS9-100

9 mm,
100 m

white

$319.90

TS9-200

9 mm,
200 m

white

$639.90

TS10-200

10 mm,
200 m

white

$679.80

TS11-50W

11 mm,
50 m

white

$204.95

TS11200W

11 mm,
200 m

white

$819.90

TS11200BLU

11 mm,
200 m

blue

$819.90

TS11200R

11 mm,
200 m

red

$819.90

TS11200BLK

11 mm,
200 m

black

$819.90

TST11300W

11 mm,
300 m

white

$1229.90

TST11300WB

11 mm,
300 m

black

$1229.90
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Accessory Cord

Accessories

TENDON

20 mm

25 mm

Accessory Cord

Tube Tape

EN 5641 / CE 1019

Accessory Cord 6 mm,
5 m pack

Rope Protector

Rope Marker

Rope Wash

Canyon Harness

45 L Gear Bag

TRP50, TRP100

TRM

TRWASH

TCANYON, TCANYONSIT

TGBAG45-GRE, TGBAG45-BLK

Accessory cords are available in
100m spools

Tendons popular 6 mm pre-cut in 5
metre length packs

A tubular tape for different
applications, such as connection of a
chest harness and a sit harness

A resistant sleeve made of PVC with
easy closing by a Velcro fastener

RRP | $22.95, $26.95

Tendon Rope Cleaner is a highly
effective detergent for safe and
thorough washing of ropes in
washing machines as well as by hand

A simple, uncushioned harness for
canyoning. Made of a strong material
resistant to the water environment

RRP | $339.90

If there is no midpoint mark on your
rope or the mark is poorly visible, use
the Tendon Rope Marker for making
safe, permanent black marks
RRP | $7.95

It does not damage the rope in any
way

Removable neoprene protector,
ergonomic design and reinforced
points are ideal for canyons

Size | 500 ml

Replacement seats available

The zipper unzips from bottom to
top to bottom for easy access to the
bag’s entire contents, which contain
multiple pockets and hanging loops
for gear. It also has a rope strap for
fastening a rope to the outside, as
well as a rope tarp

Colours | assorted

RRP | $9.95

RRP | $19.95

RRP | $89.95, $29.95
(replacement seat)

Size | 60 cm, 100 cm

Size | 45 L
Top material | robust polyester
1000D with PU coating & waterresistant treatment
Colours | green, graphite
RRP | $229.95

Code

Type

RRP

Code

Colour

TR2-100

2 mm cord,
100 m

$69.95

TR6-5MB

black

TR6-5MG

lime green

TR6-5MGY

grey / yellow

Code

Type

Colour

TT25Y100

25 mm,
100 m

yellow

TT25R100

25 mm,
100 m

red

TT20

20 mm,
100 m

red

TR3-100

3 mm cord,
100 m

$79.95

TR4-100

4 mm cord,
100 m

$104.95

TR6-5MBW

blue / white

TR5-100

5 mm cord,
100 m

$119.95

TR6-5BLKW

black / white

TR6-100

6 mm cord,
100 m

$189.95

TR7-100

7 mm cord,
100 m

$219.95
Weight (g /m)

23.2

Tape width (mm)

25

20

TR8-100

8 mm cord,
100 m

$269.95

Strength (kN)

10

Strength (kN)

20

15

40
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METOLIUS

Metolius equipment was born out of respect for the sport we love - rock climbing. We are a unique collection of North
American climbers who came together in the 1980's to push our personal limits at Smith Rock. We shared a common
passion for hard gymnastic free climbing, bouldering and for exploration in the mountains and on big walls. Unwilling to
punch the corporate clock, we decided to design and build our own equipment, much of which was unavailable at the time.
Amazingly, Metolius grew from Doug’s tiny garage near the headwaters of the Metolius River (where we take our name),
into a respectable business and a brand name that has become synonymous with quality, safety and design excellence.
Twenty five years later we are still totally committed to the climbing lifestyle, making the absolute best equipment, helping
to educate others and preserving the environment in which we live and play.
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Chalk

Accessories

METOLIUS

Super Chalk™

Refillable Chalk Ball

Eco Ball™

Bamboo Boars Hair Brush

M-16 Bouldering Brush

GripSaver Plus™

MT-70, MT-127, MT-255, MT-425

MT-BAL

MT-ECO

MT-BAMBRUSH

MT-M16

MT-GRIPS, MT-GRIPM, MT-GRIPH, MT-GRIP3

The #1 selling brand of climbing chalk

Refillable standard sock for gym or home use

Alternative to chalk

The original chalk specifically formulated for
rock climbing

Reduces dust

Leaves no trace on rock

Metolius now has a Boar's Hair Bristle Brush with
all-natural bamboo handle

Originally designed to clean the internals of
an M-16 rifle

Exercises the hand through a full, natural range of
motion

10% off for full box of 100

Highly absorbent

Two different head sizes

Packaged in paper bags

Size | 31 g

Material | cabosil (fumed silica)

It's the ideal tool for scrubbing those chalked up
climbing holds and at a great price

Super effective for rehab or prevention of
climbing-related finger, wrist and elbow injuries.
An essential tool for serious climbers

RRP | $6.95

Size | 42 g

10% off for full box (per size - 100, 100, 50, 45)
Size | 70 g, 127 g, 255 g, 425 g

RRP | $7.95

Size | 19.05 cm x 1.27 cm
RRP | $8.95

Super-stiff bristles
It’s also great for cleaning the intricate parts
of your cams
Vegan

RRP | $4.50, $7.50, $12.95, $19.95

RRP | $9.95

Type | soft - blue, medium - red,
hard - orange, 3 pack
RRP | $29.95, $69.95 (3 pack)

Chalk Block

Super Chalk Bucket

Super Liquid Chalk

Chalk Bag Belts

Crash Pad Buckle

Rope Hook™

MT-CBLOCK, MT-CBLOCK8, MT-CBLOCKBOX

MT-CBUCKET1, MT-CBUCKET2

MT-CLIQ1

MT-CHAL003, MT-CHAL002

MT-BUCKLE

MT-HOOK

100% magnesium carbonate

The best value for the best chalk!

Super Chalk now available in liquid form

Aluminium buckles guaranteed for life!

No additives

Perfect for gyms, institutions, or simply buying
an annual supply at the best price

Use before the big send for maximum absorption

Deluxe chalk bag belts featuring custom CNC
aluminium buckles

Lay lap coils back and forth across the rope hook
as the second is belayed up

RRP | $5.00

Buckets are reusable

Great for indoor climbing and training board
sessions

Security belt features double pass buckle for extra
security

Size | 1 kg, 2 kg

10% off for full box of 12

RRP | $44.95, $84.95

Size | 200 ml

Quick release features hook style buckle for speed
and convenience

Hook up the buckle and cinch it tight, your rope is
coiled and ready to go

Not for use as a weight bearing sling

RRP | $29.95

Each block is 56 g and comes in a 453 g box of
8 blocks or big box of 36 boxes of 8 (288 blocks
in total)
Size | 1 block, box of 8 blocks, box of 36
boxes of 8
RRP | $3.49, $27.92, $1005.12

RRP | $19.95

Designed with easy release thumb catch

The rope is stacked to feed perfectly for the next
pitch

Length | 106 cm
Option | quick release, security
RRP | $9.95

44
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METOLIUS

Finger Tape

Finger Tape Twin Pack

Route Setting Tape

MT-TAPE1

MT-TAPE11 , MT-TAPE2, MT-TAPE7, MT-TAPE3

MT-COURSE#

Upshot Belay Glasses

Hang Dog Shoe Keepers

Wag Bags

MT-BELAYGLASSES2, MT-BELAYGLASSESP,

MT-HANGDOG

MT-WAGBAG

These toilet kits are the ONLY biodegradable
solution that traps, encapsulates, deodorises
and breaks down waste with a NASA-developed
gelling agent

MT-BELAYGLASSEB

Cotton polyester blend athletic tape, improved
adhesive and fabric

Heavy-duty tape for marking routes in climbing
gyms or on home walls

Prism lenses not mirrors giving better vision
and durability

A quick, easy way to remove your shoes on multi
pitch routes

Colours | yellow, red, white, green, black, orange,
blue

Low profile nose pads fit better when using with
glasses or sunglasses

Hang Dogs are light, low profile and easy to use

10% off for full box of 32

Includes illustrated, step-by-step taping
instructions

Colours | white

Two 13 mm rolls

Size | 25 mm wide

Increased peripheral vision

Material | 100% cotton athletic tape

10% off for full box of 32 (of one colour)

RRP | $16.50

Includes lanyard, hard case & lens cloth

Simply slip your foot into the loop and cinch down,
then clip the keeper to the loop on the back of
your shoes

Colours | pink, blue, gold, lime green

Colours | black, purple, blue

Colours | assorted

Size | 3.8 cm x 10 m

RRP | $9.95

RRP | $109.95

RRP | $29.95

RRP | $9.95

Climber’s Hand Repair Balm

Lip Repair Balm

Cam Lube

100 Pack T-Nuts

Floor Mat

Belay Rappel Device BRD™

MT-BALM5, MT-BALM10

MT-LIPB004, MT-LIPB012

MT-LUBE1

MT-TNUT

MT-CARPET

MT-BRD

Specifically formulated for climbers’ dry, chapped
hands and fingers

A great companion to Hand Repair Balm, the Lip
Repair Balm, High Desert Formula is made with
White Sage and Juniper to hydrate and nourish
chapped lips while creating a protective barrier
from the elements

Patented, wax formula

T-Nuts are placed on the backside of the climbing
wall and use for attaching bolt-on climbing holds
with a 3/8" bolt.

A handy spot to clean your shoes before the send

A versatile, lightweight belay/rappel device with
engineered rope slots that give the belayer added
control by increasing friction on the rope

3/8", 4-prong, zinc-plated T-nuts

Grommeted corner attachment point

Arnica Montana soothes and heals

Self-cleaning action reduces wear by shedding dirt

RRP | $24.95

Size | 368 mm x 368 mm

All ingredients organically grown, ethically
wildcrafted and sustainably sourced

Size | 60 ml

Great for tape gloves and strapping fingers
Retail packaging includes illustrated, step-by-step
taping instructions

Antiseptic blend speeds healing and promotes
new skin growth
Can be applied directly to cuts, scrapes, sun burns,
bug bites and chapped lips
Size | 14 g, 28 g
RRP | $10.95, $14.95

Size | 4.25 g, 10 g
RRP | $9.95, $14.95
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Gives your cams ultra-smooth performance
Seals out dirt and moisture
Goes on wet, sets dry

RRP | $9.95

Made of auto-carpet with a durable waterproof
backing

RRP | $16.00

Discount of 10% if 12 or more purchased
Discount of 20% if 50 or more purchased
RRP | $4.95

Single or double rope compatible (8 mm to
11 mm ropes)
Anodised for longer wear
CNC machined from 6061 T-6 aluminium
Weight | 82 g
RRP | $37.95
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Gloves

Carabiners

METOLIUS

All carabiners are individually tested in the USA and CE/UIAA Certified

SIZE

PALM CIRCUMFERENCE

XS

15.9 - 17.8 cm

S

17.8 - 19.7 cm

M

19.7 - 21.6 cm

L

21.6 - 23.5 cm

XL

23.5 - 25.4 cm

Talon Gloves

Insulated Belay Gloves Belay Gloves

3/4 Climbing Gloves

MT-TALON#

MT-INSBELAY#

MT-CLIMB#

The Talon Belay Glove uses synthetic
material which is five times more
durable than goatskin
This gloves has great fit and
dexterity with a breathable, stretch
nylon back and reinforced wear
points
Adjustable hook and loop wrist
closure with integrated clip-in hole
'Biner hole in cuff
Size | XS - XL
Colour | olive / black
RRP | $39.95
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MT-BELAY#

Element™ Key Lock
Belay Carabiner

Bravo™ Locking
Carabiner

Gatekeeper Belay
Biner

Gatekeeper Autolock
Belay Biner

MT-ELEMENT2, MT-ELEMENT3

MT-BRAVO1, MT-BRAVO2

MT-GATE

MT-GATEAL

Belay / rappel biner that keeps the
carabiner properly aligned on the
belay loop to help prevent cross
loading

The Gatekeeper is a very easy to
use belay/rappel 'biner that keeps
the carabiner properly aligned on
the belay loop to help prevent cross
loading

The Insulated Belay Glove is a lightly
insulated glove for year-round use

Full-fingered version of the Climbing
Glove

The ultimate climbing glove! ¾
length fingers

Workhorse belay biner at an
exceptional price

Lightweight, high-strength,
compact locking carabiner

Synthetic material is five times more
durable than goat skin

Cowhide main body with triplestitched, split cowhide palm
reinforcement

Cowhide main body with triplestitched, split cowhide palm
reinforcement

Weight | 73 g

Hot forged, key-lock design

Colours | black, green

Weight | 43 g

All wear areas are reinforced

All wear areas are reinforced

Strength | 24 kN

Colours | blue, black

Breathable material and stretches to
enhance fit

Double-stitched finger openings

Double stitched finger openings

RRP | $21.95

Strength | 24 kN

Widened spine to prevent the
migration of semi-automatic belay
devices

Bar tacked webbing clip-in loop

Bar tacked webbing clip in loop

RRP | $21.95

Weight | 70 g

Integrated clip-in hole for easy carry

Size | XS - XL

Size | XS - XL

Colours | natural / brown, black

Colour | natural / brown

RRP | $84.95

RRP | $69.95

Adjustable hook and loop wrist
closure

Size | XS - XL
Colour | black
RRP | $54.95

Colours | green
Strength | 22 kN
RRP | $34.95

This carabiner is hot forged with
a widened spine to prevent the
migration of assisted braking belay
devices
Weight | 79 g
Colours | blue
Strength | 22 kN
RRP | $39.95
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Quickdraws

Rig Autolock Carabiner

Bravo™ Straight Gate

MT-RIGAL

MT-BRAVOST

METOLIUS

Corrosion Resistant
Screw Gate Biner

FS Mini II™

Bravo II Jet Set

Locking Anchor Quickdraw

Gym Draw

MT-FSMINI2, MT-FSMINI3, MT-

MT-BRAVOSET

MT-ADRAW

MT-GYMDRAW

MT-CRBINER

FSMINI4, MT-FSMINI10, MT-FSMINI5,

Redesigned rope well for increased durability

The Anchor ‘Draw is a super-safe and easy-to-use
solution for sport anchors

15 cm quickdraw built for maximum durability

MT-FSMINI8, MT-FSMINI7

The Rig Auto Lock is Metolius's
largest carabiner
Versatile, heavy-duty carabiner with
a triple action auto-locking sleeve
Individually proof tested
Weight | 82 g
Colours | black
Strength | 28 kN
RRP | $34.95

Lightweight, high-strength carabiner

Flared nose profile helps reduce
accidental gate openings

Weight | 40 g

Made of 6066 Aluminium which
has greater resistance to saltwater
corrosion than 700
series aluminium

Colours | black

Weight | 65 g

Strength | 24 kN

Weight | 23 g

Colours | black

RRP | $15.50

Strength | 22 kN

Colours | blue, green, orange,
purple, red, silver, yellow, black

RRP | $24.95

RRP | $12.95, $74.95 (set of 6)

Hot forged, keylock design

6 pack excludes purple and silver
colour, available individually

Flared nose profile helps prevent accidental gate
openings
Hot Forged
Weight | 32 g
Colours | green, black, red, orange, yellow, blue
Strength | 24 kN
RRP | $79.95

It has two screw-lock carabiners on a 178 mm
sling with captured eye carabiners prevent off-axis
loading
Individually proof tested
Weight | 108 g
Colours | steel blue / black

8 mm quick link and captured-eye, steel wiregate
biner combined with a burly 25 mm nylon sling
CE/UIAA certified
Weight | 213 g
Strength | 22 kN
RRP | $26.95

Strength | 22 kN
RRP | $69.95
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Cams

Nuts & Nut Tools

METOLIUS

Metolius Cams are all hand built, inspected and individually proof tested in Bend, Oregon, USA. They are super lightweight and built to last

Ultralight Master Cam™

Astro Nut™ Aid Set

Astro Nut™ Free Set

Feather Nut Tool

Torque Nut Tool

The Master Cam is a flexible, single-stem unit with an optimized cam angle for increased holding power. The Ultralight Master Cams are twenty percent lighter
than the originals. If you carry a double set of cams, the weight savings is the same as a twelve ounce canned beverage of your choice. When compared to other
brands, the weight savings can be much more. The new shark fin tooth pattern gives optimized bite in soft rock.

MT-ASTROSET1

MT-ASTROSET2

MT-FEATH

MT-TORQ

Awesome in flares and pin scars

Awesome in flares and pin scars

Ultralight

Silicon Bronze for maximum bite
and strength

Silicon Bronze for maximum bite
and strength

Built-in, wire-gate carabiner

The ultimate nut tool improved with
palm protector and built-in wrenches
for tightening loose bolt

CNC machined for much greater precision than stamped or extruded cams

Colour-coded, anodised collars make
identification easy

Colour-coded, anodised collars make
identification easy

CE/UIAA certified

Pre-packaged sets of 5 Astro Nuts

Pre-packaged sets of 5 Astro Nuts

Hooked nose is perfect for cam
trigger bars

Includes comprehensive instructions
on use, care and maintenance

Includes comprehensive instructions
on use, care and maintenance

Tapered nose allows easy access to
the tiniest nuts

Size | 1 - 5

Size | 6 - 10

7075-T6 aluminium

Colours | grey, blue, gold, red, black

Colours | grey, blue, gold, red, black

Weight | 21 g

RRP | $139.95

RRP | $159.95

RRP | $34.95

Slings are replaceable, and should be replaced every five years or earlier
Color-coded 11 mm Monster sling, thumb piece and trigger
Range Finder system assists you in choosing the correct size cam

SIZE

COLOUR

RANGE

STRENGTH

WEIGHT

CODE

RRP

*00

grey

8.5 - 12 mm

5 kN

45 g

MT-MAST000

$119.95

*0

purple

10 - 15 mm

5 kN

45 g

MT-MAST00

$119.95

*1

blue

12.5 - 18 mm

8 kN

52 g

MT-MAST001

$119.95

2

yellow

15.5 - 22.5 mm

10 kN

55 g

MT-MAST002

$119.95

3

orange

18.5 - 26.5 mm

10 kN

65 g

MT-MAST003

$119.95

4

red

23.5 - 33.5 mm

10 kN

75 g

MT-MAST004

$119.95

5

black

28 - 39.5 mm

10 kN

85 g

MT-MAST005

$119.95

6

green

32.5 - 48 mm

10 kN

96 g

MT-MAST006

$119.95

7

light blue

40 - 57.5 mm

10 kN

112 g

MT-MAST007

$119.95

8

light purple

48.5 - 71.5 mm

10 kN

129 g

MT-MAST008

$119.95

Unique curved design lets you get
behind the nut to hook pull

Hardened 420 stainless steel body
Built-in, wire-gate carabiner
Unique curved design lets you get
behind the nut to hook pull
Hooked nose is perfect for cam
trigger bars
Tapered nose allows easy access to
the tiniest nuts
Weight | 64 g
RRP | $29.95

* Range finder on sizes 2 - 8
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Slings, Daisy Chains & Aiders

Alpine PAS™

PAS 22™

MT-APASS

MT-PASS22BY, MT-PASS22BG

METOLIUS

Ultimate Daisy
Chain™

Anchor Chain

Dynamic PAS™

Dynamic Daisy Chain

MT-ANCHOR

MT-PASDR, MT-PASDG

MT-DDAISYG, MT-DDAISYR

MT-UDAISYYO, MT-UDAISYB

Dynamic Open Loop
Sling

Rabbit Runner
MT-RABBIT

MT-DYNSLING25, MT-DYNSLING60,
MT-DYNSLING120

A lightweight ‘Personal Anchor
System’ for fast ascents – over 40%
lighter than the original!

PAS with double wrapped 11 mm
Monster Sling Webbing

An easy, versatile way to equalise
anchors

The original Personal Anchor
System made with a special dynamic
climbing rope for increased energy
absorption

The only daisy to pass the CE/UIAA
Sling Standard

Different lengths of end loops
accommodate a wide variety of
anchor configurations

11 mm Monster Sling Webbing

11 mm Monster Sling Webbing
CE/UIAA certified

CE/UIAA certified

More versatile - can be used for
equalizing anchors, etc.

Weight | 130.4 g

Weight | 93.5 g

CE/UIAA certified

Contrasting colour on end loop
simplifies use

Strength | 22 kN

Strength | 22 kN

Weight | 141 g

Weight | 50 g

Length | 96.5 cm

Strength | 22 kN

Strength | 14 kN

Colours | black / green,
blue / yellow

Length | 114 cm

A safe, adjustable alternative to
slings or quick draws that stores
compactly
Eliminates the risk of pocket failure
inherent in daisy chains
11 mm Monster Sling Webbing
For use as a personal tether only, not
CE/UIAA certified

Length | 93 cm
RRP | $59.95
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More versatile - can be used for
equalising anchors

Each loop is rated to 22 kN,
eliminating the pocket failure
problem of traditional daisies

Safer than daisy chains
Contrasting colour on end loop
simplifies use

RRP | $74.95

Colours | orange / black,
blue / green
RRP | $99.95

A safe, adjustable alternative to
slings or quick draws that stores
compactly

The world’s first and only Dynamic
Daisy Chain

Durable, dynamic slings for all your
rock climbing needs

A must have for alpine and ice
climbers

Each loop is rated to 15 kN,
eliminating the pocket failure
problem of traditional daisies

Strength | 22 kN

Full-strength even in single strand
configuration

UIAA 109 certified
Weight | 170 g

Length | 25 cm, 60 cm, 120 cm
Colours | assorted
RRP | $14.95, $18.95, $29.95

Made from 19 mm Metolius Power
Webbing™
Carabiners not included

Strength | 15 kN

Weight | 57 g

UIAA 109 certified

Length | 114 cm

Strength | 22 kN

Length | 111 cm

Weight | 120 g

Colours | red / green, green / red

Length | 11 cm

Colours | black / yellow

Strength | 15 kN

RRP | $129.95

RRP | $32.95

RRP | $119.95

Length | 96.5 cm
Colours | red / green, green / red
RRP | $79.95
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METOLIUS

11 mm Dyneema Sling

18 mm Nylon Open
Loop Slings

Prusik Cord Set

Ascender

4 Step Alpine Aider

4 Step Etrier

5 Step Etrier

8 Step Ladder

MT-PRUSIK

MT-ASCL, MT-ASCR, MT-ASCP

MT-ALPINE4

MT-ETRIER4

MT-ETRIER5

MT-8STEP

Durable and inexpensive slings

2 pre-tied 6 mm prusik cords
Textured sheath for better grip

Lightweight, version of the 4-Step
Aider

Classic, staggered, triangular step
construction

Classic, staggered, triangular step
construction

11 mm Monster Sling Webbing

Great for everyday cragging and
anchor-building

All-purpose ascender at a great
price!
Comfortable molded handle

19 mm tubular webbing

25 mm flat nylon webbing

25 mm flat nylon webbing

CE/UIAA certified

18 mm webbing

For glacier travel, rappel backup
and self-rescue

Ladder-style construction with 8
steps for maximum ease of use 25
mm flat nylon webbing

Fits ropes 9 mm to 12 mm

Strength | 22 kN

CE/UIAA certified

Not for use as an anchor

CE Certified

Classic, staggered, triangular step
construction

Biothane™ step stiffeners ensure
the steps always stay open

Biothane™ step stiffeners ensure
the steps always stay open

Biothane™ step stiffeners insure
the steps always stay open

Colours | assorted

Strength | 22 kN

Weight | 121 g

Sold individually or in pairs

For body weight only

Reinforced clip-in point

Reinforced clip-in point

Reinforced clip-in point

Colours | assorted

Strength | 13.9 kN

Colours | red (right), blue (left)

Weight | 198 g

Full-strength grab loop

Full-strength grab loop

Full-strength grab loop

Length | 72 cm & 120 cm

RRP | $89.95, $159.95 (pair)

Strength | 22 kN (grab loop), 19 kN
(end to end), 4.4 kN (steps)

Sub-steps in the top two steps

Sub-steps in the top two steps

Step spacing | 356 mm

Dedicated clip-in point at the
bottom for enchaining aiders without
collapsing the bottom step

Dedicated clip-in point at the
bottom for enchaining aiders without
collapsing the bottom step

Colour | red, blue

For body weight only

For body weight only

RRP | $59.95

Weight | 241 g

Weight | 241 g

Strength | 22 kN (grab loop),
19 kN (end to end), 4.4 kN (steps)

Strength | 22 kN (grab loop), 18 kN
(end to end), 4.4 kN (steps)

Length | 1524 mm

Length | 1829 mm

Step spacing | 229 mm

Step spacing | 356 mm

Step spacing | 356 mm

Colour | yellow, blue

Colour | green, yellow

Colour | red, blue

RRP | $99.95

RRP | $74.95

RRP | $79.95

Lightweight slings that are perfect
for alpine routes

RRP | $39.95

Code

Weight
(g)

Length
(cm)

RRP

Code

Weight
(g)

Length
(cm)

RRP

MT-D11SLING25

11

25

$12.95

MT-NYLON25

21

25

$8.95

MT-D11SLING60

22

60

$19.95

MT-NYLON60

43

60

$10.95

MT-D11SLING120

45

120

$27.95

MT-NYLON120

85

120

$19.95

MT-D11SLING240

181

240

$54.95

MT-NYLON240

181

240

$34.95

MT-D11SLING480

187

480

$79.95

MT-NYLON480

187

480

$57.95
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Length | 1524 mm

Dedicated clip-in point at the
bottom for enchaining aiders without
collapsing the bottom step
For body weight only
Weight | 326 g
Strength | 22 kN (grab loop), 18 kN
(end to end), 4.4 kN (steps)
Length | 1880 mm
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Gear Slings

METOLIUS

Equaliser Slings

Easy Daisy™

Easy Aider™

Pocket Aider

Adjustable Gear Sling

Multi-loop Gear Sling

Big Wall Gear Sling

MT-EQUAL35, MT-EQUAL45

MT-EASYD

MT-EASYAL, MT-EASYAR

MT-AIDE001

MT-ADJU

MT-MULTI, MT-DBLD

MT-BWSLING

Big Wall Multi-loop
Gear Sling
MT-BWSLINGM

Available in two lengths, made of
16 mm Monster Webbing

Revolutionary, adjustable daisy
design

Built-in storage pocket with
instructions printed on the outside
for fool-proof anchors

Allows you to operate both the
buckle and the carabiner without
changing your grip

Reinforced end-loops provide
additional, full-strength clip-in points

Anodised CNC aluminium buckles

Carabiners not included

19 mm nylon webbing
For body weight only

Size | 3 m, 4.5 m

Carabiner not included

Weight | 143 g, 196 g

Weight | 99 g

Strength | 22 kN (when used as a
loop sling or 2/3 point anchor), 18
kN (end to end)

Strength | 1.3 kN

RRP | $59.95, $69.95

RRP | $49.95
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Length | 1422 mm

Aider version of the Easy Daisy
Makes the ultimate ascender sling

Lightweight, 5-step, ladder-style
aider

Anodised CNC aluminium buckles

Stores compactly in attached pouch

Wide, comfortable foot stirrups
buckle securely in place

19 mm solid nylon webbing

19 mm nylon webbing

Weight | 184 g

For body weight only
Weight | 213 g

Strength | 18 kN (end to end),
4.4 kN (steps)

Strength | 1.3 kN

Length | 1524 mm

Gear Slings are non-structural and
for gear racking, only 2 kN

Length | 2388 mm

Step spacing | 305 mm

Weight | 119 g

Double D attachment sold
separately

Type | left, right

Colours | blue, yellow

Colour | pewter

Weight | 125 g

RRP | $62.95

RRP | $59.95

RRP | $49.95

Colour | pewter

For body weight only

Ripstop body fabric

Ripstop body fabric

Ergonomically shaped, laminated,
die-cut pad for maximum comfort

Innovative, multi-loop version of
the Adjustable Gear Sling allows for
more organisation of gear

Custom aluminium buckle allows for
a wide range of adjustment
Poly tubing over the clipping area of
the sling keeps carabiners from
hanging up

Double-sided big-wall gear sling with
insulated storage compartment for
hydration system or gear

Double-sided big-wall gear sling with
insulated storage compartment for
hydration system or gear

Fully adjustable via custom 		
aluminium buckles

Fully adjustable via custom 		
aluminium buckles

Height adjustable sternum strap

Height adjustable sternum strap

Gear Slings are non-structural and
for gear racking, only 2 kN

External daisy chains on storage
pocket for additional carrying
capacity

External daisy chains on storage
pocket for additional carrying
capacity

Daisy-style speed loops for quick
access to frequently used items

Daisy-style speed loops for quick
access to frequently used items

Top-of-shoulder clip-in points for
hanging the rack at belays

Top-of-shoulder clip-in points for
hanging the rack at belays

100% made in the USA

100% made in the USA

Not intended for use as a chest
harness

Not intended for use as a chest
harness

Gear Slings are non-structural and
for gear racking only

Gear Slings are non-structural and
for gear racking only

Weight | 300 g

Weight | 300 g

Capacity | 2.4L

Capacity | 2.4L

Colours | assorted

Colours | assorted

RRP | $109.95

RRP | $119.95

Double D Attachment
Upgrade the Adjustable or MultiLoop Gear Sling with a Double D

RRP | $49.95, $14.95 (attachment)
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Packs & Bags

METOLIUS

* Volume and dimensions on all packs are approximate

Big Wall Stuff Sacks

Crag Station™

Free Rider Back Pack

Express Haul Pack

Sentinel Haul Bag

MT-BWSTUFFSM, MT-BWSTUFFMD,

MT-CRAGST

MT-FREERIDEGR

MT-EXPRESS

MT-SENTINEL

Heavy-duty stuff sacks for organising
gear inside your haul bag

Duffle-style opening provides easy
access to your gear

Built from a lighter-weight version of
the Durathane™ haul bag material

Durable 600d polyester outer body

Tuck-away shoulder straps and waist
belt are perfect for travel

Durable rand and tapered access
allows bag to stand up for easy
access to your gear

Super handy for gear organisation or
storage; they also make great
all-purpose tote bags

Half Dome Haul Bag

El Cap Haul Bag

MT-HALFDOME

MT-ELCAP

Made of Durathane™, which is 10
times more abrasion resistant than
the vinyl-coated nylon used in most
other haul bags!

Made of Durathane™, which is 10
times more abrasion resistant than
the vinyl-coated nylon used in most
other haul bags!

The main seam is RF welded,
creating a leak-proof seal that is
stronger than the fabric itself. In
addition, all the structural stitching
is covered with 3" webbing and then
re-stitched for maximum durability

The main seam is RF welded,
creating a leak-proof seal that is
stronger than the fabric itself. In
addition, all the structural stitching
is covered with 3" webbing and then
re-stitched for maximum durability

Well padded, with an ergonomicallycut suspension system that tucks
away in seconds for hauling

Well padded, with an ergonomicallycut suspension system that tucks
away in seconds for hauling

River-bag style closure and custom
aluminium closure buckles that are
virtually indestructible

River-bag style closure and custom
aluminium closure buckles

MT-QUARTER

MT-BWSTUFFLG

Dual, bar-tacked, webbing clip-in
points/handles

Quarter Dome Haul
Bag

Aluminium buckles - guaranteed for
life!
Burly construction with Durathane™
and Ballistic fabrics

Size | Small - 356 mm x 216 mm,

Dual external side-pockets

Medium - 406 mm x 267 mm,

Dual carry handles

Large - 483 mm x 267 mm

Dual compression/lash straps

Colour | assorted

Weight | 1.2 kg

RRP | $39.95

Size | 711 mm x 330 mm x 254 mm
Capacity | 41 L

Includes dual access lid storage and
a tuck-away pocket for guidebook
storage
Plush suspension for long and heavy
approaches
Weight | 1.38 kg
Capacity | 41 L
Colour | apple green / black
RRP | $259.95

This pack is built from a lighterweight version of our Durathane™
haul bag material and is designed
specifically for climbers
Two, 3-pocket daisy chains and haul
bag style clip-in points
The Express pack features tuck-away
shoulder straps and a removable
padded waist belt as well as a zip
pocket inside the lid
It closes with an aluminum buckle
that is guaranteed for life!
Weight | 1.2 kg
Size | 546 mm x 381 mm x
229 mm, plus 76 mm collar

Colour | apple green / black

Capacity | 39 L

RRP | $249.95

Colour | squash
RRP | $189.95

Designed for use on shorter walls or
as a sub-bag under your main haul
bag

The Quarter Dome is a larger version
of the Sentinel

Made of Durathane™, which is 10
times more abrasion resistant than
the vinyl-coated nylon used in most
other haul bags

Size | 686 mm x 406 mm x 254 mm
plus 140 mm collar

Doubles as a super-tough crag pack
Leak-proof seal that is stronger than
the fabric itself
Double-layer ballistic nylon lid with
an internal zippered pocket for quick
& easy storage of small items
Well-padded with a removable back
pad & an ergonomically-cut
suspension system that tucks away in
seconds for hauling
Custom aluminium closure buckles,
top compression strap & offset haul
points
Weight | 2.1 kg
Capacity | 46 L

Weight | 2.3 kg

Capacity | 69 L
Colour | green
RRP | $349.95

Dual top compression straps, offset
haul points and a drain hole
Three internal gear loops and a
zippered internal pocket in the lid for
easy access of small items
Weight | 3.4 kg

Dual top compression straps, offset
haul points, and a drain hole
Three internal gear loops and a
zippered internal pocket in the lid for
easy access of small items
Weight | 3.6 kg
Size | 940 mm x 457 mm,
plus 406 mm collar

Colour | green

Size | 787 mm x 457 mm,
plus 381 mm collar

RRP | $279.95

Capacity | 125 L

Colour | green

Colour | green

RRP | $429.95

Capacity | 157 L

RRP | $399.95
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Rope Bags

Crash Pads

The Basic Pad

Session II Crash Pad

Recon Crash Pad

Magnum Crash Pad

MT-BASICPAD

MT-SESS2BL, MT-SESS2GR

MT-RECON

MT-MAGNUM

Redesigned flap closure system is
easier to load & reverses to cover
shoulder straps while bouldering

Tri-fold design

Tri-fold design

Great for alpine, crags or gym

A stripped-down version of the
Session II that makes a great entry
level pad or a great addition to
the quiver

900d body fabric with Ballistics on
bottom for maximum durability

Round shape provides maximum
coverage and packs efficiently

Suitcase-style carry handles, waist
belt and padded shoulder straps

Unique closure system works with
any carabiner (not included) to
keep the weight down & avoid
broken buckles

Cross-clipper logo rug for cleaning
shoes

Pad provides 0.51 m² more landing
area than standard-sized pads but
is almost 100 mm narrower when
folded for easier carry and storage

10 cm sandwich foam design for
maximum impact absorption and
angled hinge eliminates the gutter

10 cm sandwich foam design for
maximum impact absorption

900d ballistic nylon fabric on
bottom for durability

Sandwich foam design for maximum
impact absorption: 25 mm closedcell top layer, 60 mm open-cell
center, 15 mm closed-cell base layer

Ropemaster HC™

Speedster™

Dirt Bag™ II

Rope Tarp

MT-RMASTHCB

MT-SPEEDSTER

MT-DBAG003

MT-TARP

World’s first and best selling rope
bag improved with larger capacity

An innovative, two-strap, pack-style
rope bag with center zipper for easy
access to rope and climbing gear

Popular rope bag improved with a
larger tarp and greater capacity

Designed for easy storage in your
pack

Closure system designed for greater
durability and functionality

Redesigned tarp facilitates easier
loading
Rope window for quick cord 		
identification

Big enough for 70 m rope with
heaps of room for shoes, harness,
draws, chalk bag, etc.

Aluminium buckles

Massive, easy-load tarp

Weight | 567 g

Small zippered pocket for wallet,
keys etc.

Capacity | 29 L
Tarp size | 132 cm x 147 cm
Colour | blue / black
RRP | $79.95

Weight | 567 g
Capacity | 29 L
Tarp size | 132 cm x 147 cm
Colour | storm
RRP | $99.95

Weight | 510 g
Capacity | 26 L
Tarp size | 132 cm x 147 cm
Colour | green
RRP | $59.95

METOLIUS

Includes rope end locators that
are different colours to keep ends
separate & tangle-free
Weight | 266 g
Tarp size | 147 cm x 134 cm, oval
RRP | $44.95

Single aluminum closure buckle guaranteed for life!
Weight | 3.35 kg
Open size | 91.4 cm x 121.9 cm x
10.2 cm
Folded size | 91.4 cm x 66 cm x
20.3 cm
Colour | black
RRP | $239.95

900d poly outer fabrics

Angled hinge eliminates the gutter
Flap closure with innovative speedhook buckle
Padded shoulder straps & waist belt
2 new drag handles make it easier to
reposition when open
Weight | 4 kg
Open size | 91.4 cm x 121.9 cm x
10.2 cm
Folded size | 91.4 cm x 66 cm x
20.3 cm
Colour | grey / black,
green / black
RRP | $299.95

Cross-clipper logo rug for cleaning
shoes

Cross-clipper logo rug for cleaning
shoes

Sandwich foam design for maximum
impact absorption: 25 mm closedcell top layer, 60 mm open-cell
center, 15 mm closed-cell base layer

Collapses effortlessly for storage
and transport

Angle cut hinges eliminate gutters

Small external stash pocket and
larger inner pocket for shoes, chalk
bag, etc.

Small external stash pocket and
larger inner pocket for shoes, chalk
bag, etc.
Closure flap reverses to cover
shoulder straps while bouldering
Aluminium buckles - guaranteed for
life!
Weight | 6.49 kg
Open size | 106.6 cm x 152.4 cm
x 10 cm
Folded size | 106.6 cm x 55.8 cm
x 33 cm

Angle cut hinges eliminate gutter
found in other designs

Closure flap reverses to cover
shoulder straps while bouldering
Plush padded shoulder straps and
dual sets of drag handles
Aluminium buckles - guaranteed for
life!
Weight | 8.48 kg
Open size | 120 cm x 178 cm x
10 cm

Colour | grey

Folded size | 120 cm x 178 cm x
10 cm

RRP | $529.95

Colour | grey
RRP | $629.95
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Training

Shortstop Pad

Crash Pad Couch

Camp Table

Project Board™

MT-SHORTSTOP

MT-COUCH

MT-TABLE

MT-PROJBLU, MT-PROJBL

An affordable addition to your bouldering
essentials, the Shortstop Pad covers gaps & offers
extra protection with little added weight
Nests easily inside standard or full-size crash pads
and because of the handles, it can also be used as
a spotting shield
2 cm closed cell foam
Size | 92 cm x 58 cm
Colour | black
RRP | $74.95

The best way to turn any standard-size pad into a
couch!

The Camp Table is the the perfect happy hour
companion for our Crash Pad Couch

Works great for the camp site, van life, or as
dirtbag furniture

Folds flat to save space when not in use

Folds flat to save space when not in use

Weight | 2.4 kg

Made from durable plywood

Size | 30.5 x 40.5 x 35.7 cm

Crash pad not included

RRP | $69.95

Weight | 9.9 kg
Size | 60 x 95 x 71 cm
RRP | $149.95

Made from durable plywood

Compact board that’s easy on
the wallet, yet delivers a solid
assortment of holds
CAD/CAM master for perfect
symmetry
The holds are arranged along a
broad arc that tapers outward and
downward for better ergonomics
and reduced injuries

METOLIUS

The Foundry™
Training Board

Simulator 3D™
Hangboard

MT-FOUNDRYBL

MT-SIMUBLU, MT-SIMUBLK

Full featured, compact board at a
great price

The next generation of the #1 selling
training board in the world!

Excellent hold variety including
ergonomic tapered pinches

CAD/CAM master for perfect
symmetry

Arcing shape and outward taper puts
your hands and joints in a natural
position for greater comfort and
reduced injuries

The holds are arranged along a
broad arc that tapers outward and
downward for better ergonomics and
reduced injuries

Fine texture

Tapers from top to bottom in both
dimensions for better forearm
clearance

Tapers from top to bottom in both
dimensions for better forearm
clearance

Includes comprehensive
instructions, training guide and all
mounting hardware

Fine texture
Includes comprehensive
instructions, training guide and all
mounting hardware

Contact Hangboard™
MT-CONTACTBL

Our most deluxe training board
with an amazing variety of holds and
ergonomic, variable-width pinches
CAD/CAM master for perfect
symmetry
Ergonomically curved for less joint
stress and reduced injuries
Huge indexed hold selection
includes:
11 pockets from 2, 3 & 4 fingers tips to 2nd joint

Fine texture

4 central edges

Size | 578 mm x 216 mm

Massive variety of holds

Colour | black swirl

Includes comprehensive instructions,
training guide and all mounting
hardware

Top mounted jugs, rounded and flat
slopers

RRP | $124.95

Fine grained texture is skin-friendly

Size | 622 mm x 152 mm

Size | 711 mm x 222 mm

Colour | blue swirl, black swirl

Colour | blue swirl, black swirl

Includes comprehensive mounting
instructions, training guide and
mounting hardware

RRP | $104.95

RRP | $144.95

Size | 826 mm x 279 mm x 67 mm
Colour | black swirl
RRP | $164.95
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METOLIUS

Wood Grips™
Deluxe II Board

Wood Grips™
Compact II Board

Prime Rib Hangboard

Light Rail Hangboard

Campus Blocks

Campus Rungs

Wooden Rock Rings

Rock Rings 3D™

MT-PRIMERIB

MT-LIGHTRAIL

MT-CAMPB

MT-CAMPS

MT-WOODROCKRINGS

MT-ROCKBLU, MT-ROCKBL

MT-WDELII

MT-WCOMPII

Long-awaited update to the popular
Deluxe Wood Grips Board

Long-awaited update to the popular
Compact Wood Grips Board

Three edges give you everything you
need and nothing you don’t

Portable training rail goes anywhere

Comfortable smooth shapes

Compact design fits where other
boards won’t

Reversible design yields four
different holds in an incredibly
compact package

Independent suspension allows
free rotation of your joints to reduce
injury

Innovative, portable training device

Super skin-friendly wood training
board

Block sized versions of our popular
campus rungs are great for system
walls, home woodies, or any place
you need screw-on holds

Super skin-friendly wood training
board
Large assortment of holds including
jugs, slopers, edges and pockets

Large assortment of holds including
jugs, slopers, edges and pockets

Mounts with four screws (included)

Includes mounting hardware,
comprehensive instructions
and training guide

Includes mounting hardware,
comprehensive instructions
and training guide

RRP | $99.95

Size | 610 mm x 216 mm

Size | 610 mm x 157 mm

RRP | $189.95

RRP | $149.95

Size | 50.8 cm x 10.16 cm x 3.8 cm

Ideal for warming up at the crag

Can be mounted with four screws
(included)
Size | 45.7 cm x 7.6 cm x 3.8 cm
RRP | $69.95

Custom tooling gives the blocks a
comfortable, smooth shape that are
finger-friendly texture for endurance
sessions
Each rung has an incut side and a flat
or sloper side

Individually hand sanded
Each rung has an incut side and a
flat side

Can be hung anywhere

40 cm length fits evenly on 1.2 x
2.4 m panels

Super light and compact

Includes detailed guide to
construction and training

RRP | $79.95

For body weight only

Available in sizes small to 3XL for
beginners through experts

Mixed pack | 6 pack (2 x S, 2 x M,
2 x L)

Blocks are pre-drilled and include
mounting hardware. Easy, screw-on
installation

Jumbo pack | 6 pack (2 x XL,
2 x 2XL, 2 x 3XL)

Size | 15.24 cm x 10.16 cm x 3.8 cm

Two independent units, each with
flexible, single point suspension;
allows rotation of joints for injury
prevention
CAD/CAM master for perfect
symmetry
Fine texture
Includes comprehensive instructions
and training guide
Weight | 1.9 kg (set of two)
Colour | blue swirl, black swirl
RRP | $59.95

Sold in two packs per size
Length | 12.7 cm
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Code

Size (mm)

RRP

MT-CAMPS

S -19

$74.95

MT-CAMPM

M - 25

$84.95

Code

Size (mm)

RRP

MT-CAMPBS

S - 19

$19.95

MT-CAMPL

L - 32

$94.95

MT-CAMPBM

M - 25

$21.95

MT-CAMPXL

XL - 35

$104.95

MT-CAMPBL

L - 32

$23.95

MT-CAMPXXL

2XL - 45

$109.95

MT-CAMPBXL

XL - 35

$24.95

MT-CAMP3XL

3XL - 48

$119.95

MT-CAMPB2XL

2XL - 45

$27.95

MT-CAMPJUMBO

JUMBO

$94.95

MT-CAMPB3XL

3XL - 48

$26.95

MT-CAMPMIX

MIXED

$99.95
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Polyurethane Home Wall Holds

METOLIUS

Polyurethane holds for climbing gyms and home walls. Made in the USA from the strongest, lightest and most durable polyurethane on the market. Metolius
Polyurethane Bolt-On Holds come in a huge variety of shapes, sizes and styles. Each style comes in only 1 colour.

All-American

Blue-Ribbon

All-American

Blue-Ribbon

Flowstone

Huecos

Flowstone

Incut Edges

Naturals

Solutions

Naturals

Solutions

a

b

c

d

Super 7 Set

Boudering 12 Pack

100 Hold Value Pack

Screw-on Footholds

Roof Jugs

Colonettes

Screw-on Handholds

MT-PUSUPER7FS, MT-PUSUPER7AA,

MT-PBOULD12AA, MT-PBOULD12BR,

MT-PUVALUE100

MT-PUSCFOOT

MT-PUROOF6

MT-PUCOLO

MT-PUSCHAND

MT-PUSUPER7BR, MT-PUSUPER7N,

MT-PBOULD12FS, MT-PBOULD12IE,

MT-PUSUPER7SOL, MT-PUSUPER7IE

MT-PBOULD12N, MT-PBOULD12SOL

Available in each line

Each set contains a variety of shapes and sizes
Each set contains 12 holds including: 1 start/
finish jug, 3 Modular bolt-on holds, 3 Micro bolton holds, 3 Screw-On Handholds, & 2 Screw-On
Footholds

Set of 20 Screw-On Footholds
packaged in a plastic bag
with header card

Massive jug holds for steep walls
and roofs

Massive jug holds for steep walls

Excellent value

This awesome set of 100 new Polyurethane
Metolius Holds comes with a lot of smaller holds
to fill out your wall:

Set of 10 Screw-on Handholds
packaged in a plastic bag with
header card

30 Screw-on Footholds

Super-technical, low-profile
footholds that attach to wooden
walls with self-drilling screws

Set of 4 Modular holds and 3 Micro holds
RRP | $64.95

RRP | $74.95

20 Screw-on Handholds
20 Micros
10 Screw-on Modulars
10 Bolt on Modulars
10 Mini Jugs
Includes 3/8th Diameter Bolts and T-nuts
Includes How to build a home bouldering wall
booklet
These holds are not for use outdoors

Attach with 3/8” socket-head cap
screws

Go where bolt-on holds won’t

Available as a set of 6 holds
packaged in a box (specify line)

Hole spacing is adjustable (one bolthole is slotted) to fit existing T-nut
placements

Includes mounting hardware

Set | 6 roof jugs

Approximately 60cm in length

Colour | assorted

RRP | $139.95

Four different styles available

RRP | $42.95

Includes mounting hardware

Massive two-bolt features designed
to mimic drip features often found
on limestone

Low-profile holds that attach to
wooden walls with self-drilling
screws
Set | 10 screw hand holds
RRP | $42.95

Colour | assorted
Size | approx 60 cm in length
Set | 4 shapes
RRP | $89.95

Please note every value pack is different, picture
provided is only indicative of shapes and colours
RRP | $499.95
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Polyurethane Home Wall Mega Packs™

METOLIUS

Incredible value!
Each set contains a random mix of various sizes of holds
Makes the ideal starter set for a home wall
Includes mounting hardware (equal number of screws, socket heads and T-nuts to secure holds to wall)

All-American

Blue-Ribbon

All-American

Blue-Ribbon

All-American

Blue-Ribbon

All-American

Blue-Ribbon

Granite

Incut Edges

Flowstone

Incut Edges

Flowstone

Naturals

Flowstone

Incut Edges

Flowstone

Huecos

Naturals

Solutions

Naturals

Solutions

Naturals

Solutions

Solutions

Micro Holds

Mini Jug Holds

Modular Holds

Macro Holds

30 Hold Mega Pack

40 Hold Mega Pack

50 Hold Mega Pack

60 Hold Mega Pack

MT-PUMICRO5, MT-PUMICRO15

MT-PUMINI5, MT-PUMINI15,

MT-PUMODU5, MT-PUMODU15,

MT-PUMACRO6

MT-PUMEGA30

MT-PUMEGA40

MT-PUMEGA50

MT-PUMEGA60

MT-PUMINI30

MT-PUMODU30

Super-positive, medium to large
sized holds

Great variety of medium-sized
shapes

Various big shapes

5 Screw-On Footholds

6 Screw-On Footholds

5 Screw-On Footholds

10 Screw-On Footholds

6 Screw-On Handholds

5 Screw-On Handholds

8 Screw-On Handholds

Modular holds form the foundation
for any climbing wall

Attach with 3/8” socket-head cap
screws

5 Screw-On Handholds

Attach with 3/8” socket-head cap
screws

1 Screw-On Rail

1 Screw-On Rail

1 Screw-On Rail

1 Screw-On Rail

Includes mounting hardware

Includes mounting hardware

Attach with 3/8” socket-head cap
screws

1 Screw-On Outside Cnr

1 Screw-On Plate

1 Screw-On Plate

1 Screw-On Plate

Available as a set of 6 holds
packaged in a box (specify line)

4 Screw-On Modulars

1 Screw-On Outside Cnr

1 Screw-On Outside Cnr

1 Screw-On Outside Cnr

Includes mounting hardware (metric
hardware available upon request)

Set | 6 macro holds

5 Micros

5 Screw-On Modulars

5 Screw-On Modulars

5 Screw-On Modulars

4 Modulars

8 Micros

12 Micros

10 Micros

4 Mini Jugs

7 Modulars

10 Modulars

12 Modulars

1 Macro/Roof Jug

4 Mini Jugs

5 Mini Jugs

5 Mini Jugs

Includes How to build a home
bouldering wall booklet

1 Macro/Roof Jug

5 Macros/Roof Jugs

7 Macros/Roof Jugs

Multi-Wrench

Multi-Wrench

Multi-Wrench

Includes How to build a home
bouldering wall booklet

Includes How to build a home
bouldering wall booklet

Includes How to build a home
bouldering wall booklet

RRP | $229.95

RRP | $299.95

RRP | $394.95

Our smallest bolt-on holds
These holds make great footholds on
almost any angle wall
Many Micro shapes make excellent
handholds, especially on low-angle
walls

Includes mounting hardware

Available as a set of 5 holds
packaged on a card (specify set), or
15 or 30 holds packaged in a box
(specify set or assorted)

15 Hold packs are made up of a
combo of 5 Hold packs so may have
duplicate holds

15 Hold packs are made up of
combo from 5 Hold packs so may
have duplicate holds

Not all styles are in stock but are
available for order

Each style has more than one 5 hold
set, images are examples of one of
the sets

Attach with low-profile, 3/8” flathead bolts

Each style has more than one 5 hold
set, images are examples of one of
the sets
Set | 5 micro holds, 15 micro holds

Set | 5 mini jugs, 15 mini jugs, 30
mini jugs

15 Hold packs are made up of
combo from 5 Hold packs so may
have some duplicate holds
Each style has more than one 5 hold
set, images are examples of one of
the sets

RRP | $139.95

RRP | $186.95

Set | 5 modulars, 15 modulars,
30 modulars
RRP | $59.95, $164.95, $304.95

RRP | $59.95, $164.95, $304.95

RRP | $46.95, $109.95

Commercial Holds
Metolius Commercial Hold range is available. Contact us for details.
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CAMP

C.A.M.P (Conception of Articles for Mountaineering Made in Premana) was formed in 1889 high in the mountains of
Premana, Italy. At that time, Nicola Codega – the grandfather of the current owners – was a blacksmith producing a wide
range of products from wrought iron like cutting implements and bells. C.A.M.P. strives to actively promote the endeavours
of those who remain young inside, who love the risk and the spirit of adventure, who halt awe-struck with the colours of the
sunrise, and bask in the beauty of the alpenglow. Now and into the future, C.A.M.P. will continue to work for those who
love profoundly the intrigue of exploration and the unknown.
CAMP have an extensive workbook available seperately to this workbook. Please contact us for your copy if you don’t have
one. The following pages are a summary of the items, for full specifications refer to CAMP’s printed workbook.
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Harnesses

MODEL

SIZE

LEGS - CM

WAIST - CM

WEIGHT (M) - G

HAUL LOOP

DROP SEAT

RRP

Bambino

One Size

Max 86 cm

Max 64 cm

381

-

-

$149.95

XS

48 - 52

62 - 72

S

52 - 56

69 - 79

M

56 - 60

76 - 86

355

YES

YES

$149.95

L

60 - 64

83 - 93

XS

45 - 55

62 - 72

S

50 - 60

69 - 79

M

55 - 65

76 - 86

420

YES

YES

$159.95

L

60 - 70

83 - 93

XL

65 - 75

90 - 100

XS

45 - 53

58 - 68

S

50 - 58

65 - 75

M

55 - 63

72 - 82

305

YES

NO

$79.95

L

60 - 68

79 - 89

XL

65 - 73

86 - 96

XS

39 - 49

58 - 68

S

49 - 59

65 - 75

M

55 - 65

72 - 82

L

60 - 70

XL

65 - 75

Impulse

Impulse CR

Energy

Energy CR 3

Energy CR 4

XS - M

46 - 56

Impulse

Impulse CR

Energy

CAMP2936

CAMP2937

CAMP2869

Innovative Smart Webbing Technology for
superior comfort

Top-level all rounder harness, perfect for rock
climbing and alpinism

Thermo-formed padding on the waist and legs
molds to the body

Perforated EVA foam with 3D mesh for
exceptional breathability

Innovative Smart Webbing Technology for
superior comfort

Fixed leg loops

79 - 89
86 - 96

Stainless steel auto-locking buckles on the waist

Sizes | XS , S, M, L, XL

62 - 82

Fixed leg loops

Perforated EVA foam with 3D mesh for
exceptional breathability

Signature DeltaFrame construction on the leg
loops

Stainless steel auto-locking buckles on the waist
and legs

RRP | $79.95

375

380

YES

YES

NO

NO

$94.95

$99.95

M - XL

52 - 62

76 - 100

XS

52 - 62

56 - 66

Sizes | XS, S, M, L

Adjustable leg loops

S

56 - 66

63 - 73

Colour | orange

Signature DeltaFrame construction on the leg
loops

M

60 - 70

70 - 80

L

64 - 74

77 - 87

Energy Jr

One Size

38 - 48

48 - 60

280

NO

NO

$79.95

Topaz

One Size

30 - 70

52 - 95

420

NO

NO

$89.95

Group II

One Size

40 - 70

65 - 105

460

YES

YES

$84.95

S

52 - 62

65 - 77

M

56 - 66

75 - 87

480

YES

YES

$89.95

L

60 -70

85 - 97

Energy Nova

Flint
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CAMP

345

YES

NO

$94.95

RRP | $149.95

Auto-locking buckle on the waist

Colour | blue

Differentiated colour belay loop
Sizes | XS, S, M, L, XL
Colour | blue
RRP | $159.95
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CAMP

Energy CR 3

Energy CR 4

Energy Nova

Energy Jr

Group II

Topaz

Flint

Bambino

CAMP2870

CAMP2871

CAMP2872

CAMP2873

CAMP0911-1

CAMP1577

CAMP205

CAMP0657

A lightweight, versatile harness
Thermo-formed padding on the
waist and legs molds to the body

Versatile and highly adjustable
harness for alpinism and rock
climbing

Lightweight harness designed to
deliver a high level of comfort and
performance for women

The Energy CR3 designed
specifically for children

Pre-Threaded Auto-Locking Buckles
on the waist and legs

Sliding padding on the waist and legs
allows the padding to be centered

Auto-locking buckles on the waist
and legs

Auto-locking buckles on the waist
and legs

Thermo-formed padding on the
waist and legs molds to the body

Thermo-formed EVA padding on the
waist and legs

Available with colour-coded leg
loops for easy fitting

Comfortable 6 mm EVA foam
padding

Single colour-coded tie-in point

2 auto-locking buckles on the waist
and adjustable leg loops

Auto-locking buckles on waist and
legs

Comfortable 6 mm EVA foam
padding with soft, breathable inner
mesh

Sizes | XS, S, M, L, XL

The waist features conical
construction to follow the contours
of the hips

Climbing is a fantastic activity for
young kids! Start them early but
keep them safe with the Bambino
full-body harness

Sizes | one size

Sizes | one size fits most

4 webbing reinforced gear loops and
haul loop

Colour | red

Pre-threaded auto-locking steel
buckles with special safety keepers
help prevent accidental unthreading

Colour | black / red / blue

RRP | $79.95

RRP | $84.95

Colours | grey
RRP | $94.95

Sizes | XS - M, M - XL
Colours | grey, red
RRP | $99.95

Thermo-formed padding on the
waist and legs moulds to the body
Auto-locking buckles on the waist
and legs
Sizes | XS, S, M, L
Colour | grey
RRP | $94.95
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1 webbing reinforced gear loop

The waist buckle is positioned on the
left side so it can be easily adjusted
by right-handed instructors
2 webbing reinforced gear loops and
a chalk bag loop
Different coloured leg loops and
colour-coded tie-in point for easy
identification

Patented No-Twist Belay Loop

Sizes | S, M, L
Colour | red / grey
RRP | $89.95

Five points of adjustment allow the
harness to be fine-tuned for a wide
range of body styles and sizes
A single tie-in point at the sternum
keeps the child positioned upright
while hanging
The pre-threaded auto-locking
buckles are quick, safe and easy to
adjust and elastic retainers keep
fidgeting fingers from loosening
things when you aren’t looking
Pre-Threaded Auto-Locking Buckles

Sizes | one size fits most from
52 - 95 cm

Recommended for children 3 to 8
years old not exceeding 38kg

Colour | blue / green

Colour | red & yellow

RRP | $89.95

RRP | $149.95
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Carabiners

CAMP

In 1987, CAMP released the first truly hyperlight carabiner at 33 grams. Then in 2005 CAMP released the Nano Wire as the modern benchmark for
lightweight functionality. Three years later they carved 5 grams out of the Nano Wire with the Nano 23 and now are proud to have shaved off one more gram
… the evolution continues! This is the kind of sustained innovation that is only possible with ongoing development in the areas of materials and engineering,
areas where CAMP continues to set the bar with new products. Specific improvements with the Nano 22 include an increase in strength of 1 kN in all three
configurations, a new nose that helps protect the wire, and a redesigned rope bearing surface that helps prolong the lifespan of the carabiner. The Photon still
remains a prime choice for alpinists and climbers who want lightweight and full size. Both the Nano and the Photon are brilliant for racking cams. If you plan to
clip directly into the racking biner on desert splitters or anywhere you are wearing gloves, the Photons reign supreme. For alpine rock, rack with Nanos to cut
weight and reduce the amount of space they take up on gear loops

MODEL

WEIGHT
(G)

STRENGTH (KN)
MAJOR
AXIS

CROSS
LOADED

GATE
OPEN

GATE
OPENING
(MM)

STANDARDS

LENGTH
(MM)

WIDTH
(MM)

EN12275

EN362

RRP

Nano

Dyon

Photon Wire Gate

Photon Straight Gate

CAMP233509 -233515, CAMP2332

CAMP246001 - 246008, CAMP2651

CAMP247001 - 247008, CAMP2469

CAMP246701

One of the lightest carabiners on the
market

Wire gate action with a keylocking
closure

Optimized new body design
increases rigidity and strength
without increasing weight

The lightest solid gate carabiner in
the world

Dyon

33

21

7

11

26

100

60

B

—

$19.95

Photon Straight Gate

36

22

7

9

21

100

60

B

—

$16.95

Designed for fluid use with ropes of
all diameters

Curved 'I-Beam' construction
on the spine

Photon Wire

29

21

7

9

28

101

58

B

—

$11.95

Available in a rack pack (6 colours)

Available in a rack pack (6 colours)

Photon Bent Gate

35

22

7

9

25

100

60

B

—

$16.95

Weight | 22 g

Weight | 33 g

Photon Lock

43

23

8

9

17

102

63

B

—

$19.95

Colours | titanium, light blue,
purple, green, red, yellow

Colours | green, gun metal, light
blue, orange, purple, red, titanium,
yellow

Available in a rack pack (6 colours)

Weight | 36 g

Weight | 29 g

Colour | grey

RRP | $19.95, $114.95 (rack pack)

Colour | grey

RRP | $16.95

Orbit Lock
Atom Lock

45
82

24
26

8
11

8
8

17
24

98
120

58
78

B
H

B
B

$18.95
$24.95

RRP | $10.95, $64.95 (rack pack)

Redesigned interface between
the gate and nose helps to protect
the wire gate from damage and
accidental opening

Slim nose profile features
SphereLock closure
Optimised body design increases
rigidity and strength without
increasing weight

RRP | $11.95, $69.95 (rack pack)

Atom Belay Lock

85

24

11

8

22

120

78

H

B

$34.95

Atom 2 Lock

88

26

11

8

24

120

78

H

B

$37.95

Atom 3 Lock

88

26

11

8

24

120

78

H

B

$42.95

Core Lock

81

23

11

6

27

114

77

H

B

$24.95

Core Belay Lock

84

22

11

6

25

114

77

H

B

$34.95

Nimbus Lock

69

21

9

6

22

101

71

H

—

$23.95

Nitro Lock

56

22

9

6

23

106

75

H

—

$28.95

Atlas Screw Gate

87

40

10

13

23

120

68

B

B

$34.95

Atlas 3 Lock

92

40

10

13

23

120

68

B

B

$39.95

Guide XL

82

28

9

8

24

117

75

B

B

$16.95

Oval XL Clip Gate

66

28

11

7

22

110

62

X

—

$16.95

Photon Bent Gate

Photon Lock

Orbit Lock

Atom Lock

Oval XL Screw Gate

71

28

11

7

20

110

62

X

B

$18.95

CAMP2468

CAMP293101, CAMP293102

CAMP293001, CAMP293002

CAMP292101, CAMP292102,

187702 Steel D Tri Lock

270

52

15

18

24

114

72

B

B

$28.95

1877 Steel D Lock

250

52

15

18

24

114

72

B

—

$22.95

1455 Steel Pro Screw

180

30

15

9

17

109

56

B/H

B/A/T

$16.95

OVAL Quick link Steel - 8mm

76

50

10

—

9

74

39

Q

Q

$6.00

OVAL Quick link Steel - 10mm

138

55

10

—

12

89

47

Q

Q

$7.00

DELTA Quick link Steel - 8mm

88

30

10

—

10

73

56

Q

Q

$6.00

DELTA Quick link Steel - 10mm

164

40

10

—

12

87

69

Q

Q

$8.00

Half Round Quick Link Steel

157

48

13

—

12

86

69

Q

Q

$11.95

CAMP292103, CAMP292104

The lightest solid gate carabiner in
the world
Slim nose profile features
SphereLock closure
Optimised body design increases
rigidity and strength without
increasing weight

CAMP's lightest locking carabiner
New screw gate is lightweight and
easy to handle
Slim nose profile features
SphereLock closure
Laser etched marking to indicate if
the lock is open or closed

A lightweight and compact locking
carabiner for anchors and rigging

High-strength HMS carabiner with a
secure screw lock closure

Optimised design increases strength
without increasing weight

SphereLock nose makes clipping
ropes and webbing easy

Slim nose profile features
SphereLock closure

Laser etched marking to indicate if
the lock is open or closed
Weight | 82 g

Weight | 43 g

Laser etched marking to indicate if
the lock is open or closed

Colour | green

Colours | blue, gun metal

Available in a 3 pack

Colours | blue, green, gun metal,
black

RRP | $16.95

RRP | $19.95

Weight | 45 g

RRP | $24.95

Weight | 35 g

Colours | orange, gun metal
RRP | $18.95, $54.95 (3 pack)
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CAMP

Atom Belay Lock

Atom 2 Lock

Atom 3 Lock

Core Lock

Atlas 3 Lock

Guide XL

Oval XL Clip Gate

Oval XL Screw

CAMP2924

CAMP2922

CAMP2923

CAMP2925

CAMP137504

CAMP136303

CAMP2126

CAMP2123

High-strength HMS carabiner with
a secure screw lock closure and a
proprietary inner gate to prevent
cross-loading

High-strength HMS carabiner with
automatic lock that requires two
actions (twist and pull) to open

High-strength HMS carabiner with
automatic lock that requires three
actions (slide, twist and pull) to open

Extremely smooth HMS belay and
rappel carabiner with secure screw
lock closure

The Atlas carabiner with an
automatic triple-action twist lock
closure for maximum security

Large gate opening and keylock nose
make clipping ropes and webbing
easy

Super-strong, full-size oval carabiner
Large gate opening

The Oval XL Lock is an exceptionally
strong full-size locking oval carabiner

Triple action makes it safer than
standard auto-locking carabiners

Weight | 92 g

Weight | 82 g
RRP | $16.95

Weight | 66 g

Weight | 71 g

RRP | $39.95

Large gate opening and SphereLock
nose make clipping ropes and
webbing easy

RRP | $17.95

RRP | $18.95

Laser etched marking to indicate if
the lock is open or closed

Large gate opening and SphereLock
nose make clipping ropes and
webbing easy

Large gate opening and SphereLock
nose makes clipping ropes and
webbing easy

Keylock nose

Sophisticated 'I-Beam' construction

Double-action twist lock sleeve is
easy to engage with one hand

Weight | 85 g

Weight | 88 g

Weight | 88 g

Weight | 81 g

Colour | gun metal

Colour | gun metal

Colour | gun metal

Colour | orange

RRP | $34.95

RRP | $37.95

RRP | $42.95

RRP | $24.95

Core Belay Lock

Nimbus Lock

Nitro Lock

Atlas Screw Gate

CAMP2926

CAMP2927

CAMP2928

CAMP137304

187702 Steel D
TriLock

1877 Steel D Lock
Carabiner

1455 Steel Oval Pro
Screw

Oval Stainless Quick
Link

CAMP187702

CAMP1877, CAMP1877B

CAMP1455

CAMP0939, CAMP0949

Very high strength and durability

Super strong steel D-shaped
carabiner features a very large gate
opening, locking screw gate and a
keylock nose to reduce snagging

Zinc plating helps prevent rust in
humid environments
Keylock nose reduces snagging

Stainless steel oval quick links
for setting up rappels, equipping
anchors and fixing quickdraws

Weight | 180 g

Size | 8 mm, 10 mm

RRP | $16.95

Weight | 76 g , 138 g

SphereLock nose makes clipping
ropes and webbing easy

Extremely smooth HMS belay and
rappel carabiner with secure screw
lock closure

Compact HMS belay and rappel
carabiner with secure screw lock
closure

CAMP's lightest locking carabiner

Proprietary inner gate prevents
cross-loading

SphereLock nose makes clipping
ropes and webbing easy

Sophisticated shape creates a high
stength-to-weight ratio

Large gate opening and SphereLock
nose make clipping ropes and
webbing easy

Laser etched marking to indicate if
the lock is open or closed

SphereLock nose makes clipping
ropes and webbing easy

Laser etched marking to indicate if
the lock is open or closed

Colour | gun metal

Laser etched marking to indicate if
the lock is open or closed

RRP | $23.95

Weight | 56 g

Weight | 84 g
Colour | gun metal
RRP | $34.95
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Weight | 69 g

New screw gate is lightweight and
easy to handle

Laser etched marking to indicate if
the lock is opened or closed

Amazingly strong aluminium
carabiner
Weight | 87 g

Zinc plating helps prevent rust in
humid environments

Colour | black

Trilock Action

RRP | $34.95

Weight | 270 g

Zinc plating helps prevent rust in
humid environments

RRP | $28.95

Weight | 250 g

RRP | $14.95, $16.95

Colour | silver, black
RRP | $22.95, $24.95

Colour | blue
RRP | $28.95
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Quick Links & Quickdraws

Slings & Accessories

CAMP

Half Round Quick Link

Oval Steel Quick Link

Delta Quick Link Steel

Daisy Chain

Twist Daisy

Nylon Slings

CAMP0691

CAMP0934, CAMP0935

CAMP0955, CAMP0961

CAMP026901, CAMP026903

CAMP025806, CAMP0258021

CAMP1040.65, CAMP1040.120

EN 362 – EN 12275

EN 362 – EN 12275

EN 362 – EN 12275

Standard polyester daisy chain

Size | 10 mm

Size | 8 mm, 10 mm

Size | 8 mm, 10 mm

Girth hitch hole

Spiral construction reduced issue of bar tack
failure in daisys

Constructed from 16 mm polyamide tubular
webbing

Weight | 147 g

Weight | 76, 138 g

Weight | 88 g, 164 g

Size | 122 cm, 137 cm

Girth hitch hole

Size | 60 cm, 120 cm

RRP | $11.95

RRP | $6.00, $7.00

RRP | $6.00, $8.00

Strength | 22 kN

Size | 120 cm, 140 cm

Strength | 22 kN

RRP | $34.95, $39.95

Strength | 22 kN

RRP | $9.95, $14.50

RRP | $59.95, $64.95

Photon Express KS

Orbit Express KS

Gym Safe Express Plus

Dyneema Slings

Turbo Loop

Cassin Piu 2 Belay Device

CAMP2879, CAMP2880

CAMP28940, CAMP2895U

CAMP311911, CAMP311918

CAMP134960, CAMP1349120, CAMP1349240

CAMP0726

CAMP086501, CAMP086502

A premier lightweight quickdraw for high-end
sport climbing

A high-end utility draw for sport climbing

Pre-assembled steel draws for fast and safe
setting

High quality 11 mm Dyneema® webbing

Foot loop for use in rope ascent

Size | 60 cm, 120 cm, 240 cm

Adjustable - 95 cm to 150 cm

Auto-locking when belaying one or two climbers
on top belay

Customised plastic protectors safeguarding the
wear of the dogbone and of the climbing wall

Strength | 22 kN

Tensioning strap for the foot

RRP | $12.95, $24.95, $39.95

Reinforced main attachment point

Equipped with a straight gate Photon carabiner on
the bolt end and a bent gate Photon on the rope
end
Size | 18 cm, set of 6 (11 cm)
Colour | grey / green
RRP | $39.95, $219.95 (set)

Equipped with a straight gate Orbit carabiner on
the bolt end and a bent gate Orbit on the rope end
16 mm Nylon dogbones

Colour | polished / blue

Carabiner & quicklink anti-rotation integrated in
the plastic protectors to always maintain the right
orientation

RRP | $29.95, $169.95 (set)

Size | 11 cm, 18 cm

Size | 18 cm, set of 6 (11 cm)

RRP | $29.95, $31.95

Ideal combination with CAMP Nitro or HMS
Compact locking carabiners

Weight | 120 g

Diagonal cable prevents the rope from rubbing
and jamming

Strength | 5 kN

Rope diameter | double from 7.6, single from 8.9

RRP | $44.95

Weight | 80 g
Colour | light blue, gun metal
RRP | $54.95
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Protection

Shell Belay Device

8BPLUS

Figure of 8

Large Figure of 8

Rocky Carpet

Swing Personal Anchor

Tricams

Pronuts

CAMP092801

CAMP054801

CAMP0473

CAMP264901

CAMP973, CAMP975, CAMP974

CAMP1038

Forged from 6082-T6 aluminium,
the Shell has thicker walls than other
tube style belay devices for good
durability and heat dissipation

One of the lightest figure eights on
the market, our standard figure eight
offers a smooth rappel with minimal
impact on the rope

Available individually or as sets 3 (instead of the
historic 2) placement possibilities make it more
versatile

Curved design provides secure placements and
easy removal

Rope diameter | 8 - 13 mm
Weight | 110 g

Rope diameter | Single 8.9 mm 11 mm

RRP | $19.95

Rope diameter | 8 - 13 mm rope

As simple as it seems, a good
rope tarp truly improves your crag
experience. The large pocket is
ideal for packing an uncoiled rope
(minimises tangles). Four colourcoded tie-in points help coordinate
rope ends. Start with orange as the
sharp end and gray for the belay end,
then after the climb, attach the sharp
end to gray and restack to use the
other end of the rope for the next
lead. Voila! No more tangled ropes

Adjustable lanyard for quick, easy and safe
positioning at anchors

Rope diameter | Double 7.6 mm 9 mm

This slightly larger version of our
standard figure eight features a larger
bottom hole that allows it to be used
as a Sticht plate for belaying with
single ropes
Due to thicker stock, it has even
smoother action on rappels

CAMP0927

Weight | 50 g

Weight | 130 g

Colour | gun metal

RRP | $24.95

RRP | $44.95

RRP | $59.95

The lanyard remains girth hitched to the tie-in
point of the harness and attaches to the anchor
using a standard locking carabiner
Once connected, simply pull on the free end of
the lanyard to tension into the anchor or hold
the device open with the thumb lever to release
tension
Adjustable from 20 - 100 cm
Ergonomic adjuster for quick and easy adjustment.
Unique design allows adjustment even under load

Normal tricams available in Nylon or Dyneema
sling sets

Grooves help with setting and extraction in hard
stone

Nylon Tricams are also available
individually

Pro Nuts are great value: with seven sizes they
cover a similar range to the nine other brands take
(this also helps to reduce weight)

RRP | $179.95, $199.95, $209.95

Range 7 mm to 33 mm
Weight | 245 g
Size | 1 - 7
RRP | $124.95

Attaches to the tie-in point of the harness with a
girth hitch
Weight | 145 g
Rope diameter | 9.7 mm
RRP | $79.95
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Helmets

Rope Tools & Industrial Gear

CAMP

Matik: Safe, intuitive, awesome! As more and more people take up climbing, the need grows for super-safe, intuitive gear. This trend is what drove CAMP to
develop the Matik – an auto-locking belay and descending device with sophisticated geometry to both lower the impact force of a fall and a proprietary braking
system called Anti-Panic that automatically reengages the cam and locks the rope if the handle is pulled too far for a safe rate of descent. Other notable
features of the Matik include the robust construction with a hot forged aluminium body and precision cast stainless steel components for the rope bearing
surfaces.
Ascenders: Real innovation. The series of CAMP ascenders marks an evolutionary advance in safety, longevity and performance for ropes and ascenders alike.
On the Turbo Chest and Turbo Foot, proprietary small rollers prevent the friction and wear that normally occur where the rope rubs against the body of the
ascender. The Solo 2 has been distilled down to its simplest possible form to create a hyperlight handless ascender with super smooth up-rope action. Already
popular in the areas of rope access, the line of micro ascenders from CAMP also promises to be a true game-changer for climbing and caving.
Pulleys: a complete line for every kind of need. Ten high quality and super versatile models featuring sophisticated designs with amazing strength and very
high efficiency (up to 97%). From the super compact and lightweight Sphinx to the advanced Janus Pro, the line meets every kind of need. Most models are
available in single and double sheave designs and the large models work with ropes up to 16 mm. Every model is also available in two different versions: the
regular with selflubricated bushings for light applications at low speed and the Pro with sealed ball bearings for high efficiency and intensive use at high speed

Rockstar

Titan

Storm

CAMP0202.6, CAMP0202.4, CAMP0202.1,

CAMP2127011, CAMP2127012, CAMP2127013,

CAMP2457LS7, CAMP2457S7, CAMP2457LS6,

CAMP0202.7

CAMP2127014, CAMP2127021, CAMP2127022,

CAMP2457S6

CAMP2127023, CAMP2127024

This versatile and affordable helmet is perfect for
large groups & rental programs where helmets are
bound to get beat up

An authentic workhorse with an ABS injection
molded shell that is specially shaped to optimise
strength and durability

Hybrid construction

Assembled without rivets or screws

The Storm is a cutting-edge helmet that provides
exceptional protection and is comfortable enough
to wear all day in any conditions and for any kind
of climbing

Slider size adjustment
Comfort chin strap cover

Spider suspension framework offers exceptional
comfort and ventilation

In-mold EPS construction with a durable
polycarbonate shell

Headlamp compatible

Strong and durable size adjustment wheel

EN 12492 certified

EN 12492 certified

Precise fit with removable padding for exceptional
comfort and safety

Size | 53 - 60 cm (one size)

Size | 48 - 56 cm (size 1), 54 - 62 cm (size 2)

Colours | blue, orange, red, white

Colours | red, grey, white, green

RRP | $74.95

RRP | $84.95

EN 12492 certified
Size | 48 - 56 cm (size 1), 54 - 62 cm (size 2)
Colours | white, grey
RRP | $139.95

Matik

Solo 2

Tethys

Sphinx

CAMPMATIK

CAMP2257

CAMP2154, CAMP215403,

CAMP2152, CAMP215203,

CAMP2155

CAMP2153

A hyperlight & compact ascender,
verified for traverse, and can also be
used in block-and-tackle systems

Rotating side plates with a large
opening that accommodates 2
carabiners

Fixed side plates

Lower hole shaped for optimal
carabiner positioning while the
upper hole fits a safety carabiner to
secure the rope

Self-lubricated brass bushings,
efficiency 80% or sealed ball
bearings for high efficiency (92% Pro)

Toothed cam is finished with a
special anti-wear treatment &
features drain holes to help prevent
grit/mud build up

Super- compact aluminium alloy
body and sheaves, stainless steel
axle

Simple & secure opening mechanism
with the ability to lock the device
open for easier attachment

For ropes up to 13 mm

Gradual camming action reduces
impact force and wear and tear
Proprietary Anti-Panic system
automatically blocks the rope if the
user loses control of the descent
Double-hinged lever and straight
rope path make the descent feel very
fluid and controlled
Intuitive design eliminates the
possibility of clipping a carabiner
to the device if it is not completely
closed
Wide attachment hole allows
carabiner movement

Titan Replacement
Padding Kit

Titan Replacement
Chin Strap

Titan Replacement
Headband

Titan Headlamp
Holder

CAMP2715

CAMP2717S1, CAMP27161,

CAMP2194S, CAMP2194L

CAMP2718, CAMP2719

CAMP27172, CAMP2716L2

Size | one size only

Size | small, large

Size | small, large

Size | one size only

RRP | $14.95

Colours | orange & green

RRP | $9.95

RRP | $7.00

High-end manufacturing: hot
forged aluminium main body and
precision-cast stainless steel critical
components

Removable pull cord = easier to
operate while wearing gloves

Single dynamic ropes from 8.6 mm
to 10.2 mm

Certified EN 12841/B for semistatic ropes ranging from 10 mm to
13 mm & EN 567 for ropes from 8
mm to 13 mm

RRP | $229.95

Aluminium alloy body, precision-cast
steel cam

Prusik-minding

Self-lubricated brass bushings,
efficiency 80% or sealed ball
bearings for high efficiency (92%
- Pro)
Super- compact aluminium alloy
body and sheaves, stainless steel
axle
Prusik-minding
For ropes up to 13 mm
Option | red, black, silver

Option | red, black, silver

Strength | 24 kN (red & black), 25
kN (Pro - silver)

Strength | 24 kN (red & black), 25
kN (Pro - silver)

RRP | $49.95, $59.95

RRP | $49.95, $59.95

RRP | $99.95

RRP | $24.95
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CAMP

Dryad

Naiad

Janus

Turbo Chest

Turbo Foot

Turbo Hand & Turbo Hand Pro

CAMP2156, CAMP2157

CAMP2158

CAMP2160, CAMP216003

CAMPTURBOCHEST

CAMPTURBOFOOT-L, CAMPTURBOFOOT-R

CAMP2634L, CAMP2634R, CAMP263401L,
CAMP263401R, CAMP2634LPRO, CAMP2634RPRO

Compact double pulley
Self-lubricated brass bushings, efficiency 80% or
sealed ball bearings for high efficiency (92% - Pro)
Super- compact aluminium alloy body and
sheaves, stainless steel axle
Prusik-minding

The Naiad is ideal for high-load haul systems and
complex operations. It features a main attachment
hole that accommodates three carabiners, two
secondary holes on the sides for positioning and a
large lower becket hole
High-strength, multifunctional pulley

For ropes up to 13 mm

Self-lubricated brass bushings, efficiency 90% or
sealed ball bearings for high efficiency

The Dryad is a remarkably compact double pulley
designed for quick and easy haul systems

Aluminium alloy body and large sheave, stainless
steel axle

Option | bushings - red, bearings - silver

Prusik-minding

Strength | 24 kN, 26 kN (Pro)

For ropes up to 16 mm

RRP | $99.95, $119.95

Colour | red
Strength | 44 kN, 46 kN (Pro)
RRP | $104.95

The Janus is a high-strength, multifunctional
double pulley with large sheaves that has been
optimised for complex haul systems and rescue
operations. It features a main attachment hole
that accommodates three carabiners, two
secondary holes on the sides for positioning and a
large lower becket hole.
Self-lubricated brass bushings, efficiency 90% or
sealed ball bearings for high efficiency (black)
Aluminium alloy body and large sheaves, stainless
steel axle
Prusik-minding
For ropes up to 16 mm

A revolutionary chest ascender that features two
proprietary rollers for a smooth interface with the
rope. This not only helps with climbing efficiency
by making the upward glide much smoother. It
also reduces dangerous wear on the device where
the rope tends to rub on the body of a traditional
ascender. Proprietary rollers increase efficiency
and decrease wear and tear

Proprietary rollers increase climbing efficiency and
decrease wear and tear on the device and ropes

Proprietay rollers increase climbing efficiency and
decrease wear and tear on the device and ropes

Innovative straps provide a secure and ergonomic
fit on boots

Ergonomic rubber handle extends to the upper
part of the spine to allow for double handed grip

Can be rigged as a locking pulley for light hauling
(max load 50 kg)

Handle & the rope are aligned on the same plane

Super smooth action and increased safety on
traversing maneuvers

Hook these mini ascenders to your feet and climb
lines with greater ease than you ever imagined!

Stainless steel rope guide

Thicker body plates and a shaped connection
point reduce shifting between the device and
connector

Proprietary rollers positioned where the rope
tends to rub on the body of a traditional ascender
ensure smoother action and a longer product life
for both the ascender and the rope

Opening system is protected on both sides to
prevent accidental openings

Option | red, black

Can be rigged as a locking pulley for light hauling
(max load 50 kg)

Strength | 38 kN, 42 kN (black)

For ropes from 8 mm to 13 mm

RRP | $139.95, $169.95

RRP | $124.95

For ropes from 8 mm to 13 mm

Option | left, right
RRP | $124.95

Three attachment points, two on the bottom &
one on top

Geometry is verified for use on traverses

A stainless steel rope guide (Turbohand Guide
sold separetely) can be attached to the bottom
of the handle to align the rope for long ascents.
Turbo Hand Pro comes with the removable rope
guide
Proprietary roller allows it to be rigged as a locking
pulley for light hauling (max load 50 kg)
NOTE: this configuration is not intended for
hauling or securing bodies
EN 12841/B for semi-static ropes ranging from
10 - 13 mm
EN 567 for semi-static & dynamic ropes ranging
from 8 - 13 mm
Option | left, right
Colours | red, black, red (Pro)
RRP | $129.95, $139.95
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ORGANIC

Bouldering is the most organic form of climbing. At Organic Climbing, USA we are committed to producing the best gear
possible. Our products are designed to be functional, durable, and unique. Handmade in the U.S.A., each piece is one
of-a-kind. We are an alternative to the industry mainstream. Influenced by the climbing underground, we work to promote
individuality and the art of bouldering. Organic Climbing products bridge the simplicity of bouldering and timelessness of
art. We believe in promoting individuality and are inspired by the underground art scene. At Organic our goal is to produce
the highest quality, functional and aesthetic products without any unneeded bells and whistles. Crafted with simplicity
and longevity in mind we utilise the highest quality materials and put in the extra time to ensure every piece is unique and
stands out. Our small scale of production allows us to focus on adding an artistic one of a kind touch to each piece and to
talk directly to you, our customer.
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ORGANIC

Crash Pads

Simple Pad

Full Pad

Big Pad

Briefcase Pad

Half Pad

Blubber Pad

ORGSIMPLE-21

ORGFULL-21

ORGBIG-21

ORGBRIEFCASE

ORGHALF

ORGBLUBBER

Organic’s most popular pad!
A streamlined version of the Full Pad, the Simple
Pad is the same exact pad without the pocket/
extra pad strapping system

With a 120 cm x 90 cm landing surface, the
Organic Full Pad offers a full 11 cm of high-quality
cush' for your bouldering enjoyment (2.55 cm
hard foam and 7.65 cm soft foam)

This beefcake offers 145 cm x 116 cm of landing
surface area and 14 cm of the best foam in the
industry

Perfect for a quick bouldering fix at your local crag,
when you're away on a business trip or visiting
family, the Briefcase Pad offers ninja speed and
easy travel

This clean and simple mat measures 61 cm x 91
cm x 7.5 cm and features 3 balanced carrying
handles for easy transport

The Organic Blubber pad is designed to cover
your multi-padded landing zone and keep the
seams between pads covered

The go-to option for boulderers looking for the
highest quality foam and fabrics without any
added bells or whistles

A 60 cm x 40 cm pocket flap securely carries your
gear and keeps what you stuff in the pad from
sliding out

A great stand-alone option for circuiting sessions,
the Half Pad can also be carried under the flap of
our Full Pad when you need a little extra ground
coverage

Alternatively, simply use this massive surface to
cover tree trunks, roots, talus, and muddy or wet
landings

This elegant pad closes securely via 4 simple
metal buckle closures along the outside of the pad

When open for use, the inclusive pouch is
designed to secure and cover your shoulder
straps, making the hike home from a muddy or wet
day that bit dryer. This flap/strapping system is
also brilliant for attaching another Organic Simple
or Full pad (or any hinged pad with a thickness no
greater than the aforementioned Organic models),
allowing you to carry two pads as one!

For extra padding, the Organic Slider pad easily
fits inside when close
The Organic Simple Pad features a 1050d
Ballistics shell, 1000d pad top, 3 convenient grab
handles, hybrid hinge, beefy adjustable shoulder
straps, sternum stabiliser & hip belt
The landing zone is made one-of-a-kind from
recycled materials
Handmade in the USA
Fold | hinged
Removable straps | yes
Dimensions | 90 x 120 x 11 cm
Folded dimensions | 90 x 60 x 21 cm

Like the Organic Simple Pad, the Big Pad closes
securely with 4 simple yet tough metal buckle
closures
Beefy, well-balanced shoulder straps are
augmented with a hip belt and chest strap to help
get you out to your project swiftly and comfortably
Three carrying handles let you tug the pad around
between problems without having to pack it up.
A hybrid hinge keeps your foam like new and gives
you a smooth target

The Full Pad closes securely with simple and clean
metal buckles

The Organic Big Pad features a 1050d Ballistic
Nylon shell and 1000d Cordura nylon landing
zone and folds closed to 116 cm x 72 cm x 28 cm

Fully adjustable shoulder straps with chest strap
and a thick 5 cm hip belt to haul loads with ease

The landing zone is made one-of-a-kind from
recycled materials

Features include a 1050d Ballistics shell and
1000d Cordura landing zone, as well as updated
closure straps on the pocket flap that enable a
Half Pad, Briefcase Pad, or Blubber Pad to attach

It cleanly folds in half and closes securely with
simple and clean metal buckles
Note: this pad has the same dimensions as our
Half Pad when opened, BUT the Briefcase Pad
folds in half via a hybrid hinge to 61 cm x 45 cm x
6 cm and closes with 2 metal buckles
The Briefcase Pad features a 1050d Ballistic
Nylon shell and 1000d Cordura nylon landing
zone
The landing zone is fully customisable in your
choice of background colour and accent colours
and is made one-of-a-kind from recycled cutting
room scraps

This pad also has become a favourite option for
adding extra support in the landing zone

It quickly folds from its open dimensions to a
compact 92 cm x 60 cm x 10 cm to fit neatly inside
most full sized pads

The Half Pad’s landing zone is completely unique
and is made from recycled cutting room scraps

The Blubber Pad features a 1050d Ballistic Nylon
shell and 1000d Cordura nylon landing zone

Handmade in the USA

Fold | hinged

Dimensions | 61 cm x 91 cm x 7.5 cm

Removable straps | no

Weight | 1.8 kg

Dimensions | 122 cm x 182 cm x 2 cm

Colour | colours vary

Folded dimensions | 92 cm x 60 cm x 10 cm

RRP | $209.95

Weight | 3 kg

Handmade in the USA

Colour | colours vary

Handmade in the USA

Dimensions | 91.5 cm x 66 cm x 7.6 cm

RRP | $249.95

Fold | hinged

Folded dimensions | 61 cm x 45 cm x 6 cm

Removable straps | yes

Weight | 2.1 kg

Dimensions | 116 cm x 145 cm x 14 cm

Colour | colours vary

Folded dimensions | 116 cm x 72 cm x 28 cm

RRP | $219.95

Weight | 5 kg

The landing zone is made one-of-a-kind from
recycled materials

Colour | colours vary

Handmade in the USA

Weight | 8 kg

RRP | $399.95

Fold | hinged

Colour | colours vary

Removable straps | yes

RRP | $679.95

Dimensions | 90 cm x 120 cm x 11 cm
Folded dimensions | 90 cm x 60 cm x 21 cm
Weight | 5 kg
Colour | colours vary
RRP | $449.95
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Chalk Bags

ORGANIC

Slider Pad

Spot Pad

Load Flap

Large Chalk Bag

Lunch Bag

Lunch Bag 2.0

ORGSLIDER

ORGSPOT

ORGFLAP

ORGCHALKBAG-LG21

ORGLUNCHBAG-21

ORGLUNCHBAG2.0-1

Deceptively simple and a must-have piece of gear;
the Slider Pad is 60 cm x 90 cm x 2.5cm of high
density closed-cell foam sheathed in a base of
1050d Ballistic Nylon for durability and a top of
auto carpet for quick wipes of dirty or wet feet

Half cragging pack half crash pad, a dream for long
days at the cliff!

We are super proud of this innovative new product
designed for folks who carry a ton of foam into the
backcountry

The ultimate climbing accessory, you can never
have too many chalk bags!

The Organic Lunch Bag chalk bucket is a unique
and individualised handmade climbing boulder
bucket

Developed through 14 years of feedback from
devoted Organic users worldwide! Organic's
Lunch Bag 2.0 has many tricks up its sleeve!

Time-tested, this iconic chalk bucket design
provides a secure warehouse for your chalk supply

Quick grab handles on 3 sides
Use it to cover seams in multi-pad landing zones
or to keep your bum clean for low starts, or even
make it the dog pad to reserve your big landing
zone for two-legged friends. You name it, the
Slider has you covered
It quickly slides inside Organic’s Simple, Full and
Big Pads and most other brands of pads for easy
transport to the boulders
Handmade in the USA
Fold | one piece
Removable straps | no

The reincarnation of a classic! In 2014, our very
longtime friends at Pusher sadly closed their
doors, and we were passed the torch. Surely one
of the most classic pieces of underground gear
made

Quickly bundles up to 3 crash pads onto your back
with ease
Allows you to piggy back additional pads onto our
Simple and Big Pad models with ease

Guaranteed to be one-of-a-kind, Organic build
their chalk bags from recycled cutting scraps used
in the production of pads and other items
After 10 years of Organic chalk bags, the brand
has updated the current version with a super stiff
rim for easy chalking and a clean aesthetic

Burly 1000d nylon fabric is stiff, ensuring the
Lunch Bag bucket stays open while you're
bouldering

Constructed of burly and colourful 1000D
Cordura Nylon with a wrap around panel (sides
and bottom) of indestructible 1050 Ballistic
Nylon for added durability and stiffness along the
bottom and sides of the bag

The bouldering chalk bag seals with a 1.9 cm hook
and loop, and then rolls down and clips like a dry
bag

2 horizontal brush holders on front of bag for
standard size brushes and 2 vertical sewn pockets
on the back for larger, thicker handled brushes

A big outer pocket, two elastic brush-loops and
signature Organic colours round out this stylish,
user-friendly bouldering necessity

Famous for 2 decades as a cragging pack X pad
hybrid, it is the perfect pack for cragging

It is not compatible with the Full Pad, as the Full
Pad already features a load flap

Clark at Pusher has made constant improvements
over the years to the initial design and it quickly
developed a cult following

400d nylon, bar tacked stress points and custom
welded D rings for extreme durability

The Chalk Bag includes waist belt and is
constructed from 1000d Cordura nylon shell with
polyester fleece liner
Handmade in the USA

Large enough to fit days worth of gear, opens as a
great padded chilling space/rope bag

Handmade in the USA
RRP | $59.95

Belt included | yes

New updated ergonomic die cut shoulder straps,
closure system, secure zippered pocket for
valuables and added Organic colour twist

Diameter | 11 cm
Height | 18 cm
Weight | 150 g
Colour | colours vary

Handmade in the USA
Diameter | 25 cm
Height | 28 cm

Double pocket (one with zipper with ample
room for wallet, phone, keys etc) and a shove it
style pocket built in behind the zippered pocket,
designed to hold phone upright when utilising
training apps etc, and with sewn in brush slots to
keep your brushes at the ready
Super soft fleece lining throughout bag, large bar
tack reinforced grab handle on back of bag for
easy grabbing between burns

Weight | 0.8 kg

2 cm of high density EVA rubber takes the sting
out of drops before first bolt, 1050 Ballistic Nylon
with colourful 1000D Cordura top fabric in oneof-a-kind patterns!

RRP | $84.95

Handmade in the USA

1" Hook and Loop closure along the rim, rolls
down and securely clips closed to seal chalk in
tight

Open dimensions | 127 cm x 71 cm x 2 cm

Colour | colours vary

Colour | colours vary

RRP | $84.95

Dimensions | 60 cm x 90 cm x 2.5 cm
Folded dimensions | 116 cm x 72 cm x 28 cm

RRP | $34.95

Weight | 190 g
Colour | colours vary
RRP | $59.95

RRP | $279.95
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Bags

ORGANIC

Artist Tote Messenger Bag

Session Duffle

Overnight Duffle

Roll Pack

Pump Pack

ORGTOTE

ORGDUFFLESML

ORGDUFFLELRG

ORGROLL

ORGPUMP

Originally conceived as a gift for a ceramicist to
carry tools to and from the pottery studio, the
Artist's Tote stands out for its simplicity, style,
band comfort

A perfectly sized gym duffle large enough to fit
your gym gear (harness, chalk bag and bucket and
multiple pairs of shoes)

Larger in capacity than our Session Duffle, the
Overnight duffle is ideal for quick overnight trips

Clean lines, burly fabric and 2 daisy chains for clipping on extra cargo define
this great bag

Top loading with 2 daisy chains down front of the pack, with contrasting
thread colours

Not too big or too small, perfect for overnight
trips or for those who prefer to carry a bit more
out climbing

The Roll Pack is designed for the ever-changing seasons we face as climbers.
In winter, expand the bag to its 33 L max to carry extra dry, warm clothes, and
in summer, roll down the extra space in the bag to its 22 L

Ergonomic padded shoulder straps, Sternum strap, foam back panel and a
secure drawcord closure

This versatile pack features a 1050d Ballistic Nylon shell, as well as a large
inside zip pocket and key clip for safe-keeping of keys and other valuables

Maximum load 25 L

Colour | colours vary

Constructed of 1000d Cordura with zip closure
and pocket, double stitched seams for durability
and completely one-of-a-kind!

RRP | $94.95

Size | 51 cm x 30.5 cm

Die-cut ergonomic shoulder straps, sternum clip and hip belt combine to
create a balanced ride on your back

Colour | colours vary

Colour | colours vary

Handmade in the USA

RRP | $104.95

Colour | colours vary

This bag has been seen around campus lugging
laptops and textbooks, and on the backs of some
of the country's most creative route setters, up
and down ladders jammed full of heavy holds,
sporting quick draws and harnesses en route to
freshly bolted projects
This 1000d nylon fully lined tote features a wide
adjustable, 5 cm strap that doesn't dig in under
heavy loads, top closure flap secured with a
revamped triple-swath hook and loop, front pouch
for valuables, double-stitched seams for extra
durability, and of course, one-of-a-kind accent
colours

Top zipper closure and side zip pocket keep gear
secure, double stitched seams for long life and of
course, colourful one-of-a-kind Organic accents
Size | 46 cm x 25 cm

Constructed of 1000d Cordura Nylon

Handmade in the USA

RRP | $149.95

RRP | $169.95

Handmade in the USA
Colour | colours vary
RRP | $159.95
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8BPLUS

8B Plus creates climbing gear essentials for the sport climbing and bouldering scene. Unconventional and imaginative,
but always loyal to our roots. 8B Plus originates from the middle of the Alps in Tirol / Austria, a heritage we carry with
pride. Proud just like you, when you close a tough project or pull through that tricky bouldery move for the first time. All
8B Plus products are designed by enthusiastic climbers.
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Chalk Bags

8BPLUS

AJ

Sasha

Roy

Hanna

Donald

Bobo

8BAJ

8BSASHA

8BROY

8BHANNA

8BDONALD

8BBOBO

Beastly, hungry, center of attention

Spunky, sweet, stubborn

Polite, calm, cuddly

Loud, confident, daredevil

Hot-blooded, fun, jug-crazy

Shy at first, but then an extrovert

RRP | $49.95

50% donation to RighttoPlay

RRP | $49.95

RRP | $49.95

RRP | $49.95

RRP | $49.95

RRP | $49.95

Bruno

Charlie

8BBRUNO

8BCHARLIE

Braveheart warrior

Needs chalk for breakfast

RRP | $49.95

RRP | $49.95

Max

Moritz

Pam

Felix

Stan

Alex

Phil

Manny

8BMAX

8BMORITZ

8BPAM

8BFELIX

8BSTAN

8BALEX

8BPHIL

8BMANNY

Always looking for trouble

Cutest chalk bag ever

Beastly and loud

Crazy, strong, loves chalk

Climbing since 1484

Chalk addicted, never rests

Raw, arctic, perfectionist

RRP | $49.95

RRP | $49.95

RRP | $49.95

RRP | $49.95

RRP | $49.95

RRP | $49.95

Wacky, animated, got a head
for heights

RRP | $49.95

RRP | $49.95
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Boulder Buckets, Brushes & Rope Bags

8BPLUS

Maxwell

Hector

Herman

Louie

8BMAXWELL

8BHECTOR

8BHERMAN

8BLOUIE

Retro, ready, underestimated

Fearless, majestic, dandy

Tough, huge & full of features

Who knew yetis could climb

The brush & chalk eating gorilla

RRP | $54.95

RRP | $49.95

RRP | $69.95

RRP | $69.95

RRP | $69.95

RRP | $69.95

Leo

Lilly

Pro Bag

Wazl Brush

Greg

Hank

Stu

8BKELLY

8BLEO

8BLILI

8BPROGRYBLU, 8BPROBLKGRY

8BWAZL

8BROPEBAG-GREG

8BROPEBAG-HANK

8BROPEBAG-STU

Stylish, gusty, energetic

Faster, better, stronger, I am Leo!

Hip, chatty, on fire

RRP | $49.95

RRP | $49.95

RRP | $49.95

Same build as the famous 8BPLUS
Chalkbags, but without the frills

Have you been looking for the ideal
accessory for your 8BPLUS Chalk
Bag? This climbing brush is going to
be your weapon of choice

Have you been looking for an easyto-carry, easy-to-pack gear bag that
you can throw over your shoulders
and leave office with to go straight to
climbing?

Have you been looking for an easyto-carry, easy-to-pack gear bag that
you can throw over your shoulders
and leave office with to go straight to
climbing?

Have you been looking for an easyto-carry, easy-to-pack gear bag that
you can throw over your shoulders
and leave office with to go straight to
climbing?

This bag is designed for just that,
and brings all the functionality of a
ropebag with it. It fits your rope and
climbing gear and has a rope tarp
sewn in

This bag is designed for just that,
and brings all the functionality of a
ropebag with it. It fits your rope and
climbing gear and has a rope tarp
sewn in

This bag is designed for just that,
and brings all the functionality of a
ropebag with it. It fits your rope and
climbing gear and has a rope tarp
sewn in

RRP | $64.95

RRP | $64.95

RRP | $64.95

Ingrid

Paul

Duncan

Jamie

8BINGRID

8BPAUL

8BDUNCAN

8BJAMIE

Edgy, funky, not easily impressed

Comes, sees, conquers

Scarred but happy

RRP | $49.95

RRP | $49.95

Kelly

Comes with belt & carabiner
Colour | grey / blue, black / grey
RRP | $39.95

Made out of 100% natural materials
it is environmentally friendly as well
as long-lasting
Made out of beech wood and natural
boar hair
RRP | $14.95
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Chalk

Crushed Chalk

Powder Chalk

Refillable ChalkBomb

Liquid Chalk

8BCHALK100C, 8BCHALK250C

8BCHALK100P, 8BCHALK250P

8BCHALK65G

8BCHALKLIQUID

100% pure MgCo3 with great hand
feel and drying characteristic

100% pure MgCo3 with great hand
feel and drying characteristic

Premium liquid chalk for climbers.
No dust, no mess

Designer drawings on front and
backside of each product referencing
to the 8BPLUS Chalk Bag collection
and resembling our EAT MORE
CHALK key message

Designer drawings on front
and backside of each product
referencing to the 8BPLUS Chalk
Bag collection and resembling our
EAT MORE CHALK key message

Performance does not need to be
boring, and 8BPLUS Chalk is living
proof!

Smart positioning of transparent
windows reveal the product content
and allow to check the fill levels
during use or at purchase

Smart positioning of transparent
windows reveal the product content
and allow to check the fill levels
during use or at purchase

High quality packaging with matte
prints and strong visual appearance

High quality packaging with matte
prints and strong visual appearance

Size | 100 g, 250 g

Size | 100 g, 250 g

RRP | $12.95, $22.50

RRP | $12.95, $22.50

This is a high purity Magensiumcarbonate without any fillers or
drying agents, packed into a 65g
pouch that allows chalk to come
through in perfect amounts, avoiding
chalk spills and too much chalk use
A cleaner chalk that is better
for your hands, has great drying
characteristics and a fantastic handfeel, which is developed to deliver on
your toughest requirements on chalk
Top Friction, long lasting and
effortless chalking up! The product
can be opened and refilled and is
thus reusable for many times
Size | 65 g
RRP | $11.95
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High quality packaging for re-use
with transparent windows to view
filling level
High purity magnesium carbonate
without fillers or drying agents
Get your hands on the new 8BPLUS
chalk now and bring your climbing to
the next level
Liquid MgCo3 with great hand feel
and drying characteristics. Contains
ethanol. No additional fillers or
drying agents. No heavy metals for
safer use
Size | 125 ml
RRP | $26.95

E9

E9 was founded in 1998 by former world boulder champion Mauro Calibani. The project was born in the midst of
mesmerising Meschia – one of the most amazing places for bouldering in Italy. E9 evolved in the middle of this chestnut
forest from Mauro’s necessity of having a creative outlet and experimenting with new movements on rock. From an
insatiable hunger of being different, E9’s aesthetics are composed of creativity, simplicity, functionality and attention to
details. These are the main ingredients in everything we make. All clothes are made in Italy and are perfect for climbing,
other physical activities and everyday life.
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Accessories

Clothing

E9

E9 is an Italian made climbing/urban wear brand that is incredibly comfortable and stylish
Climbing Anchors is an official e9 distributor, there are two seasons per year, please contact us for more information and specific styles
For more information on E9 visit enove.it
Below is only a sample of some of the models available. Please contact us for full seasonal clothing price list

Woodbrush

Boulder Brush

Zucca Chalkbag

Osso Chalkbag

E9S20WOODBRUSH

E9F18BRUSH-ORG, E9F18BRUSH-YEL

E9S20ZUCCA-1, E9S20ZUCCA-2,

E9S20OSSO-1, E9S20OSSO-2,

E9F18BRUSH-PUR,E9F18BRUSH-GRE ,

E9S20ZUCCA-3

E9S20OSSO-3, E9W20OSSO-3

Big chalk bag with colored contrasts

The OSSO is a medium chalk bag

E9 doubloon embroidery on the
front

E9 embroidery on the front

Exclusive cylindrical shape
Material | 100% PL

Colours | musk, magenta, black,
blue

Colours | iron, musk, wine

RRP | $27.95

E9F18BRUSH-BLU

Brush with natural woodstick
Ergonomic shape
Exclusive design
Natural bristles
Skinfile for those gross calusses,
giving you baby soft fingertips!
RRP | $16.95

Here it is! The brush that everyone
expected, the unique & Inimitable
E9BRUSH
Material | 100% PP, natural bristles
Colours | orange, yellow, purple,
green, blue
RRP | $14.95

Material | 100% PL

RRP | $29.95

Gulp Boulderbag

Gulp C Boulderbag

Sacco Rope Bag

Brso Back Pack

E9S20GULP-1, E9S20GULP-2

E9S20GULPC

E9W20SACCO, E9S20SACCO-1,

E9S20BRSO-1, E9F18BRSO-2

E9S20SACCO-2

The GULP is a bouldering chalk bag
with belt and hook

Bouldering chalk bag with belt and
hook

Comfortable and roomy, with an
adjustable closure buckle and
reinforced shoulder strap

Urban & Climbing backpack, suitable
also as a hand bag

E9 doubloon embroidery on the
front

E9 doubloon embroidery on the
front

Materials | 100% NY

Materials | 100% PL

Colours | blue / grey, green / grey

Materials | 100% cotton

Colour s | olive, lime, blue

RRP | $119.95

Colours | cyclamen, mustard

Colours | warm grey

RRP | $74.95

RRP | $44.95

RRP | $44.95
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Material | 100% PL
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RESET

Reset, established in 2020, is a brand that focuses on bringing climbing accessories at an affordable price point for all
climbers around Australia. The product range is growing, starting with chalk brushes of different models and colours with
the rest of our product range aimed at the indoor climbing gym community. In a planet-friendly society, Reset focuses on
avoiding wasteful packaging especially avoiding single use plastic
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RESET

Classic Boulder Brush

Big Boars Hair Brush

RESET002-BLACK. RESET002-BL,

RESET003-BLACK

RESET002-BL

Wooden Boars Hair
Brush

Finger Tape

Easy Release Belt

Chalk Bag

Loose Chalk

Liquid Chalk

RESET009, RESET007, RESET006,

RESET016

RESET014, RESET015, RESET012.

RESET010

RESET004, RESET005

RESET001

RESET008

No fuss loose chalk

Reset alcohol based liquid chalk

Packaged in resealable paper bag,
no plastic waste

10% off for full box of 60 (100 ml)

RESET011, RESET013

Reset Classic Boars hair brush
comes with a tapered handle to
protect your knuckles while you
brush

The Big Boars Hair Brush has a large
surface area of bristles to help you
clean larger holds and slopers faster.

Reset Wooden Boars hair brush is
the largest of the 3 brushes and has
a solid timber handle

Reset 25mm Finger tape is perfect
for strapping fingers during an
indoor or outdoor climbing session.

Quick release metal buckle for easy
on and off and not breakable
Length | 1.1 m

Reset Chalk bags are an excellent
size to accommodate a chalk ball or
loose chalk

Solid flat Plastic Handle

Ideal width for finger taping

RRP | $4.95

Lined fleece interior

Ergonomic Shape

Tapered Boars Hair Bristles for
longer life

10% off for full box of 40

Pull cord closure

Size | 100 ml, 250 ml

Tapered Boars Hair Bristles for
longer life

Boars Hair Bristles

10% off for full box of 18

Largest Bristle area than the Big
Brush (20 mm x 70 mm)

Size | 300 g

Size | 25 mm x 9.14 m

Brush Holder

Ingredients | Isopropyl Alcohol,
Magnesium Carbonate (No Rosin)

Material | 100% cotton
Colours | lime, red, white, aqua

Chalk Bag belt with metal easy clip
buckle that wont break

Ingredients | 100% Magnesium
Carbonate

RRP | $5.95

Colours | aqua, blue, black, red, grey

Smaller Bristle area than the Big
Brush (15 mm x 60 mm)
Cord attachment point
Colours | black, orange, blue

Large Surface area of bristles
(60mm x 20mm)

Cord attachment point

Cord attachment point

Plastic Free product

RRP | $14.95

RRP | $16.95

10% off for full box of 35 (250 ml)

RRP | $12.95, $19.95

RRP | $14.95

RRP | $24.95

RRP | $13.95
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CLIMB SKIN

ClimbSkin is a young company created by a group of friends, all lovers of nature, sports and particularly climbing
in all its disciplines and branches. In our wish to overcome the limitation caused by the hand's skin damage, we
decided to pool our knowledge to create ClimbSkin Hand Cream. We have a Ph.D. in chemistry, a biologist with
over ten years of experience in the manufacture of cosmetics, a nature-based health physician and, above all,
many years of climbing among friends. Thanks to everyone who participated in its creation!

ClimbSkin Hand Cream

ClimbSkin Organic Gel

CLIMBSKIN

CLIMBSKINGEL

ClimbSkin is the first hand cream engineered for climbers. How many times
was your body willing but your hands shredded? No longer

This is a new gel that includes extracts and oils of the highest quality with
anti-inflammatory and analgesic properties, combined with organic Silicium
in a unique and innovative formula. These ingredients help during all phases
of treatment in the recovery of muscle, tendon and joint injuries. Especially
indicated for sports injuries, arthropathies, contusions, as well as to speed
up and optimise tissue recovery after intense sessions of climbing, training or
competition

The skin absorption and penetration of ClimbSkin Hand Cream is much
higher than wax-based products, so there is deeper hydration, better skin
regeneration, and less residue. Wax-based products sit on the surface of your
hand and trap the moisture, which can actually slow down healing of wounds
and cracks. ClimbSkin is more readily absorbed and deeply hydrates your
tissue using the most potent skin regenerative agents found in nature
ClimbSkin was developed by a chemist, a biologist, and a dermatologist with
the goal of creating a product that keeps your skin in the best condition for
crushing. Unlike other balms, you apply ClimbSkin 1-2 hours prior to climbing.
This hydrates your skin, preventing splits and reducing sweating. After
climbing, wash your hands and apply again to hydrate your skin. The unique
combination of essential oils regenerate your skin, leaving you ready to go day
after day

Size | 75 ml
RRP | $39.95

ClimbSkin Hand Cream contains no artificial colours or perfumes
The entire manufacturing process is environmentally friendly and cruelty free
(not tested on animals)
Size | 30 ml
RRP | $34.95
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BOOT BANANA

Designed by model maker Alex and her partner Phil, a climbing instructor, Boot Bananas were born out of their battle to
banish the stink of Phil’s smelly shoes for good.
We fought the funk
We’d just moved into our first flat together and the smell of Phil’s climbing shoes had become a problem he could no longer
hide. We tried everything on the market to deodorise them but nothing was up to the challenge. So, putting our best feet
forward, we decided to fight the funk ourselves.
It’s…a banana!
Wanting to avoid any synthetic chemicals, we perfected our own powerful blend of naturally deodorising salts and minerals.
Alex got to work designing the optimum shoe-friendly shape, and when combining this with yellow fabric, had her ‘light
bulb moment’ and Boot Bananas were born.
Once Phil’s fruity-footed climbing friends had rigorously tested the Bananas, our little South London flat became a hub
of lavender-infused activity. Fruits of our labour Over the following year we hand-made nearly 8000 Boot Bananas from
home, before teaming up with a factory to create a dedicated manufacturing process.

Boot Banana Shoe Deodoriser

Boot Banana Moisture Absorbers

BOOTBANANA

BOOTBANANAWIN

Fragrant and moisture-absorbing shoe deodorisers for climbing boots,
running shoes or any other “fruity” footwear

Super absorbent, silica-stuffed fabric bananas: rapid drying technology
without the need for heat or electricity! Ideal for boots, shoes, gloves or any
other wet winter gear

Boot Bananas are made from naturally absorbent salts, minerals and plant
extracts with lavender, lemon, patchouli and tea-tree essential oils all
wrapped in a 100% cotton banana skin

Specially designed to absorb moisture from wet footwear and equipment
Dries footwear in as little as 4 - 6 hours

Come as a pair

Absorbs up to 40% of their weight in moisture

5% off full box of 20

Dries without heat, removing the risk of damage to your footwear

RRP | $24.95

Helps prevent odours
Fragrance-free
Adjustable leash allows for a range of applications and easy drying
Airtight packaging for storage
Not just great for footwear, the adjustable leash allows you to hang your
Winter Sports Moisture Absorbers in damp salopettes and jackets to dry
cuffs and even great for use with water sports equipment to speed up the
drying of wetsuits & drysuits
Come as a pair
10% off full box of 20
RRP | $44.95
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KLETTERRETTER

KletterRetter was born back in 2010 when our founder, Dave and his wife Steph, were climbing their way around the world.
It was then, during a hard climbing session, when Dave tore open a callus on his finger which formed a painful “flapper”.
This very moment was the inspiration to develop a skin care product with the specific needs of climbers in mind.

Finger Massage Ring

Hand Cream

Finger Tape

KRFR

KR30

KRFT

The KletterRetter Finger massage ring helps with
circulation in your fingers, keeping your climbing
fingers fit and agile!

KletterRetter is a fast absorbing, non-greasy hand
cream to care for your skin after climbing

As climbers, we know how important it is to have
the right finger tape when you need it!

The special formula has been developed by
experts and tested by climbers to help your skin
quickly regenerate

Great for injury prevention or first aid

For the best results, we recommend rolling
the ring up and down each finger for about 30
seconds, 3 times a day

KletterRetter finger tape holds in place without
leaving sticky residue on your skin

Includes a mini carabiner

Stainless steel finger massage ring with pure
cotton bag

Biodegradable packaging

Nourishes and moisturises your skin

Width | 15 mm

Helps with circulation to keep your climbing
fingers fit

Fast absorbing, non-greasy formula

Length | 10 m

Quickly heals cuts and torn skin

RRP | $8.95

Easy to use
Diameter | 2.4 cm (approx)
RRP | $7.95

Developed by climbers for climbers – with
Panthenol, Calendula, Vitamin A and Ectoin
Size | 30 ml
RRP | $11.95
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DEWOODSTOK

deWoodstok is a small company, started by three fanatic climbers in 2013. deWoodstok is produced and assembled by
hand in the Netherlands. All parts of deWoodstok have been carefully selected on quality and the birch ply wooden parts
are lasercut by Laserbeest in Delft.

Hand Brush

deWoodstok

Replacement Brushes

Replacement Screw

WOODSTOKHAND

WOODSTOK

WOODSTOKSMALL, WOODSTOKBIG

WOODSTOKSC

You need a brush to clean the holds
up to eye-level height? This is the
perfect brush to do the job! With
its wide handle you can deliver the
best pressure on this boar hair brush
which is custom made in Holland

deWoodstok is a boulder brush,
adjustable in angle and height. With
the help of two different brushes,
every hold can be brushed, no
matter its angle or shape

Need to replace your worn out brush
or just want to have an extra one
for the flat stuff? The custom made
boar hair brush is prepared to fit your
deWoodstok

Replacement Screw for Woodstok
Brush head

The nice thing about the
deWoodstok is that by using the
lever, you can adjust the angle of the
brushes into the position you want

Beech wood

Beech wood
Boar hair
Size | 240 mm x 30 mm x 26 mm
Weight | 66 g
RRP | $22.95

Fits onto a telescopic stick
Plastic & birch ply wood
Adjustable -45° to +45°

WS | $1.00

Boar hair
Size | 180 mm x 15 mm x 21 mm,
106 mm x 43 mm x 36 mm
Weight | 20 g, 72 g
RRP | $16.95, $18.95

Applicable with telescopic sticks:
Ø25mm
Size | 340 mm x 160 mm x 58 mm
(boxed)
Weight | 282 g including brushes
RRP | $69.95
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High Performance Loose Chalk

FRICTION LABS

We’re all about establishing the new standard in chalk. Like all of our chalk products, you can trust that inside is the best performing, safest, and healthiest
chalk anywhere.
FrictionLabs chalk comes in three textures: Unicorn Dust: Fine texture, Gorilla Grip: Chunky texture & Bam Bam: Super chunky texture
Is one blend recommended for certain types of difficulties/styles/conditions/experience levels? Like peanut butter, it’s just about personal preference. All
three blends have the same performance and health benefits.
Most people start with Gorilla Grip and then change if they prefer finer (Unicorn Dust) or chunkier (Bam Bam)

Bam Bam

Gorilla Grip

Unicorn Dust

FLBAM1, FLBAM5, FLBAM10

FLGOR1, FLGOR5, FLGOR10

FLUNI1, FLUNI5, FLUNI10

Super chunky texture

Chunky texture

Fine texture

Size | 28 g, 142 g, 284 g

Size | 28 g, 142 g, 284 g

Size | 28 g, 142 g, 284 g

RRP | $6.50, $25.95, $36.95

RRP | $6.50, $25.95, $36.95

RRP | $6.50, $25.95, $36.95

Magic Chalk Balls

Secret Stuff - Alcohol Free

Secret Stuff - 80% Alcohol

FLMAGIC

FLSECRET

FLSECRET80

Refillable chalk ball

No mess. Longer lasting. Chalk cream. You’ll
be left with a perfect layer of the highest purity
magnesium carbonate has ever made

80% Ethyl alcohol base

Size | 75 ml

Ingredients | isopropyl alcohol, magnesium
carbonate, water, guar, citric acid

Friction Labs is a group of experienced climbers who realised that quality chalk, like a quality climbing shoe, makes a big
a difference on the rock. After rigorous testing on and off the rock with the some of the best climbers in the world, we
developed a proprietary chalk product that, like a down-turned climbing shoe, truly gives every climber that extra edge
toward success.

We use an extremely fine magnesium carbonate
designed to get out of the fabric and onto your
hands as easily as possible
Size | 62.4 g
RRP | $26.95

RRP | $29.95

High performance, pure magnesium carbonate is a
perfect base layer or standalone chalk option

Size | 75 ml
RRP | $29.95
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CRIMP OIL

Original

Arnica

Extra Hot

COORG10, COORG30

COARN10, COARN30

COHOT10, COHOT30

It quickly eases discomfort from sore tendons,
aching joints and muscle fatigue. It helps you
recover faster from a climbing session/work-out
and in case of injury. It contains 7 organic essential
oils in a grape seed carrier oil. It contains 100%
natural and organic ingredients

Made of 7 organic essential oils plus Arnica CO2
extract. It quickly eases discomfort from sore
tendons, aching joints and muscle fatigue

Crimp Oil Extra Hot is our strongest oil against
pain and inflammation. Use it in case of strong
inflammation or pain. Cinnamon scent

Size | 10 ml, 30 ml

Size | 10 ml, 30 ml

RRP | $17.95, $29.95

RRP | $17.95, $29.95

Muscles Rub

Skin

Alps Balm

COMUSC50

COSKIN10

COBALM

These oils are great for removing lactic acid
(“pumped” effect) & detoxifying muscles after
sport climbing or long efforts. They are helping
athletes recovering faster and better. Petit Grain
oil with its fresh woody scent has a soothing and
relaxing effect on the muscles and the nerves

Skin roll on is made for quickly regenerating
climbers skin with the help of 5 essential oils
well-known for skin care: Lavender, Cistus, Damas
Rose, St John’s Wort and Myrrh. For healing
chapped hands and minor cuts

Inspired by the famous "Tiger Balm", an ointment
from the Chinese pharmacopoeia, Crimp Oil Alps
Balm helps to relieve joint and muscular pain,
stings and cramps

Size | 10 ml, 30 ml
RRP | $17.95, $29.95

From the Creator: My name is Caroline Sinno. I am climbing since I am a kid. Raised by my dad in Fontainebleau and by
my grandma in the Alps, I love every aspects of climbing but I especially love bouldering. I am an engineer in Material
Science and I have a double degree in Marketing Management but I am an entrepreneur by heart. I wanted to create my
own business and to give back to the climbing community.
I got into natural medicines and in particular essential oils when I picked my first serious finger injuries. I couldn't climb and
got an MRI- but nothing wrong appeared on the scan and I didn't know where the pain came from?! After a lot of researches
and the help of an osteopath, I learnt a lot about myofascial release and plants&herbs against pain and inflammation. I
want to combine both to give climbers the possibility of being healthy, recover faster and prevent injuries. Here it is.. Crimp
Oil is born, the first self-massage climbing therapy.

Size | 50 ml
RRP | $29.95

Crimp Oil Skin is a dry oil, meaning you can put it
before climbing, it doesn’t leave any grease on
your skin

Made up of 41.5% essential oils that are known
for relieving pain, calming and soothing vegetable
oils, menthol, and beeswax for texture
Fresh and spicy scent and soothing texture

Size | 10 ml

Size | 50 ml

RRP | $17.95

RRP | $39.95
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Ø = 10 mm

L = 66 mm

Ø = 10 mm

L = 86 mm

L = 100 mm

Ø = 10 mm

L = 80 mm

Ø = 10 mm

RAUMER

Raumer Superstar
316 Ring Bolt

Raumer Superstar
316 Long Ring Bolt

Raumer Double
Expansion Bolt

Raumer Expansion
Bolt

RAUMER160

RAUMER119

RAUMER157

RAUMER156

Certified to:

Certified to:

EN 959:2007 – Rock Anchors

EN 959:2007 – Rock Anchors

Type | 316L stainless steel 10 mm
x 86 mm

Type | 316L stainless steel 10 mm
x 66 mm

UNI 11578:2015 – Devices Type A

UNI 11578:2015 – Devices Type A

RRP | $6.95

RRP | $5.95

UIAA 123 - 2

Type | 316L stainless steel 10 mm
x 100 mm

Raumer Chain Anchor

Raumer Belay Chain
V Anchor 10 mm

Type | 316L stainless steel 10 mm
x 80 mm

RRP | $15.95

RRP | $11.95

Raumer is an Italian company who manufacture hardware and bolts for climbing, caving, canyoning and other mountain
activities. They have a huge range of products, these are just the most popular. Contact us if you have a hardware need
as Raumer likely make it.

Raumer Fixed hanger
& Single Ring

Raumer Fixed
Hanger Bolt

RAUMER148, RAUMER536

RAUMER110, RAUMER166

Certified to:

Certified to:

CE EN 795:2012 – Anchors - Type A

RAUMER180

RAUMER168

CE EN 795:2012 – Anchors - Type A

Type | 316L stainless steel chain
with hangers

Composed by: 2 ROCK Ø10, 2
Chains and 2 Round Rings Ø10

EN 959:2007 – Rock Anchors

EN 959:2007 – Rock Anchors

RRP | $44.95

UIAA 123-2

UIAA 123-2

Warning! The belay group is not
certified. Only the individual plates
are certified

Material | Stainless Steel AISI 316L

Material | Stainless Steel AISI 316L

Dimensions | 44 x 92 mm

Dimensions | 35 x 60 mm

Type | 316 V chain belay with
hanger

Static Shear Strength | 25 kN

Static Shear Strength | 27 kN

RRP | $49.95

Type | 316L stainless steel 10 mm
bolt hole, 316L stainless steel 12
mm bolt hole

Type | 316L stainless steel 10 mm
bolt hole, 316L stainless steel 12
mm bolt hole

RRP | $15.95

RRP | $5.95, $6.50
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FAZA

Karma Brush

Chaos Brush

Dreamtime Brush

FAZAKARMA

FAZACHAOS

FAZADREAM

Functionally they don't differ from the other
models, but visually they're just breathtaking

A product of utter creative chaos, these brushes
combine everything - messed up 3D planes, art
burns, colours and textures of exotic woods, holes
everywhere and sometimes even more... every
brush is unique

Like climbing moves on a rock, there are no two
identical "Dreamtime" brushes

RRP | $38.95

RRP | $44.95

Action Direct Brush

Confession Brush

Confession Colour Brush

FAZAACTION

FAZACONFESS

FAZACONFESSCOL

The double ended mini "Faza brush" is the perfect
tool for small pockets

It's not too big and is made of beech wood,
providing for an extra strong handle

It's tiny and made of beech wood

The boar bristles are hard and a bit longer at the
front where they usually wear out faster

With their functional characteristics basically
the same as those of the "Confession" model,
these brushes are distinguished by their more
pronounced appearance

RRP | $24.95

Colours | various colours

Individually and uniquely painted
RRP | $44.95

100% handmade
Each brush is unique

From the Creator: I’m really passionate about wood. My father is a great carpenter and ever since I was a kid I’ve been
constantly surrounded by all kinds of tools and different types of wood. They were my toys. It has always been a dream of
mine to work with wood. When I turned 16, my brother took me to the local climbing wall and I was hooked for life. Now
I am 30 and haven’t had a rest day for more than two weeks. And then, the two passions combined. After three years of
experimenting: testing shapes, wood species, different technologies, more than 1000 brushes broken and many friends
involved with helpful suggestions, in 2014 “Faza Brushes” brand was born.
Beyond the basic function of the brushes, my main goal is the make them aesthetically appealing. One “Faza” brush can
never be just a plain thing. Every brush is 95% handmade in Bulgaria – a direct product of my inner drive and valuable input
from ardent climbers. I know the value of taking the extra step past the good enough performance and that’s what I want
to achieve with brushes too. When working on a brush, it’s the wood that guides me in the beginning. Once I’m satisfied
with the result – the brush is done and I can start dreaming about the next one. Just like in climbing.

RRP | $29.95

RRP | $29.95
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TICKET TO THE MOON

Tested in all climates around the world since 1996 - the Ticket To The Moon parachute hammock is made by travellers,
for travellers. Once tested, you will never miss your tent again! Comfortable sleep, ideal protection from insects & small
animals with so many handy attributes: light weight yet strong, foldable, set up in less than a minute, rot-resistant & fast
drying (machine washable 30°C). The elastic parachute nylon fits your body perfectly.
Using a hammock is usually allowed where camping is forbidden. All our hammocks are delivered with stainless steel
S-hooks. TTTM hammocks are ideal for every occasion, whether you are travelling, spending a day in the park, or just
staying at home. The hammock comes in the Express Settings Bag, which can be removed & used as a pillow for an even
higher comfort level. Our hammock range carries a 10 year guarantee against manufacturing defects.
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Hammocks

TICKET TO THE MOON

Compact Hammock

Original Hammock

King Hammock

Mammock Hammock

Mosquito Net

Rain Tarp

TMC-TUR, TMC-PUR, TMC-PB, TMC-OR, TMC-BUR,

TMO-AGB, TMO-AQP, TMO-RBT, TMO-NBP, TMO-

TMK-GAG, TMK-AQG

TMM-RBO

TMMNETW, TMMNET-G, TMMNET-B

TMTARP

TMC-CHOC, TMC-AG

AQDG, TMO-ODG

If minimalism and great value is your motto, then
the Compact hammock is made for you.

TTTM's most famous and best-selling hammock

An even wider version the Original Hammock,
ideal for taller users or for anyone looking for extra
comfort in life

The Mammock is TTTM's biggest hammock, it was
designed with parties and fun in mind

Bidding farewell to bothersome pests. TTTM's
Convertible Bug Net 360º completely separates
you from mosquitoes and other insects, while
remaining compact and lightweight. Your comfort
is important, and TTTM promise that bugs will no
longer interrupt your greatest adventures. The
net encircles you in a protective barrier. This is
especially important while sleeping. A convertible
top opens and closes in an instant, even from a
stationary position.

This diamond-shaped tarp can be used with
standard hammocks, or on its own as instant
protection from the elements

The Bug Net 360º has a double zipper and extrafine mesh, with over 200 openings per square
centimeters. Simply put, bugs have no way in.
They've successfully tested this net in malariaplagued regions, though always recommend
Permethrin repellent treatments. Accordingly, this
accessory is essential for travelers venturing into
the most dangerous corners of the glove.

Waterproof 2000 mm

The stitch-less hammock is durable, comfortable,
easy to use and beautiful!

Wide and colourful, it delivers an amazing all night
sleep at music festivals, late-night bonfires, in
backyards, gardens and deep jungles

It is the perfect entry level hammock for young
users

Featuring triple stitching, this is a genuinely
durable and reliable companion

Size | 320 cm x 230 cm
Weight | 700 g
Carrying capacity | 200 kg

The centre of attention at any garden, event or
school, the Mammock easily accommodates you
and your friends with room for a chat, a laugh or
even a dance!

Size | 300 cm x 155 cm

Size | 320 cm x 200 cm

Material | parachute silk nylon

Weight | 480 g

Weight | 600 g

Includes carabiner, moon straps and hammock
sleeves

Colour | green / army green, aqua / dark grey

Carrying capacity | 200 kg

Carrying capacity | 200 kg

Size | 800 cm x 450 cm

RRP | $99.95

Material | parachute silk nylon

Material | high grade parachute nylon

Weight | 3420 g

Colour | turquoise, purple, royal blue, orange,
burgundy, chocolate, army green

Colour | army green / brown, aqua / pink,
royal blue / turquoise, royal blue / turquoise, navy
blue / purple, aqua / dark grey, orange / dark grey

RRP | $59.95

RRP | $79.95

Carrying capacity | 350 g
Material | parachute silk nylon
Colour | royal blue / orange
RRP | $269.95

The TTTM Convertible Bug Net 360º is
compatible with all hammocks that lack spreader
bars. It fits gathered-end hammocks up to 360 cm
long, thanks to its generous length

The reinforced seam-sealed corners and tie-out
points make it very durable and adaptable
Four additional eye-lets allow for different set-up
modes using additional cordage or poles
The adjustable guy-lines are kept in convenient
corner pockets for safekeeping

Shields from rain, sun, wind
Includes 2 x Y-shape alumunium 15 cm pegs &
4 adjustable guy-lines
Quick release buckles for easy set-up
Compact and lightweight
Comes in Moon Pouch
Size | 350 cm x 350 cm diagonally
Weight | 700 g
Material | PU - treated ripstop nylon

Netting density | 200 holes per cm²

Colour | various

Size | 300 cm x 130 cm

RRP | $129.95

Weight | 485 g
Material | 100% polyester, washable at 30°C
Colour | white, army green, black
RRP | $74.95
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Accessories

TICKET TO THE MOON

Lightest Rain Tarp

Nautical Ropes

Moon Straps

Beach Blanket

Frisbee

Eco Supermarket Bag

TMLTARP

TMNR

TMSTRAP

TMBB-RBSB, TM-AQO, TMBB-EMG

TMF

TMESMB

Fast protection from rain, sun and wind, while
cutting weight to a minimum!

Extremely durable, sturdy and safe rope hanging
system

This daisy-chain webbing is tree-friendly, super
strong, anti-slip, and extremely easy to use.

Install it high for maximal shadow and air-flow, or
low to keep rain and wind away. The reinforced
sides, corners and tie-out points make this
minimalist piece of gear surprisingly sturdy

This minimalistic approach, invented by Ticket
to the Moon more than 20 years ago, changed
the hammock world forever. Anyone can hang a
hammock in seconds.

Perfect for application on trees with sensitive
bark, or for hammocks that are used by more than
one individual

Made of parachute fabric (what else?!), its sandfilled rim means it can fly perfectly but won’t hurt
you when you catch it or roll away when you miss.
After a good game the lightweight disc can be
easily folded and put back into its small pouch

The sil-Nylon 20D material enables the Lightest
Tarp to offer full features, as it comes with quickrelease tension buckles on all four corners, two
pegs and extra tie-out eye-lets

Size | 2 x 2.4 m

Weight | 216 g

TTTM's 40-litre Supermarket Bag is the largest in
the eco-bag collection. It's perfect for shopping
trips, or for carrying wet towels and swimwear
after a day at the beach. A durable alternative to
plastic bags, it's also washable and fast drying.
Two hidden handles and a long sling make
carrying even easier. We've designed our bag with
simplicity and functionality in mind

Weight | 230 g

Maximum load | 200 kg

The TTTM Parachute Beach Blanket is truly multipurpose. Ideal for the beach, camping, a concert
or any other outdoor activity, this easy-to-carry
sheet of sturdy parachute nylon protects you from
whatever’s on the ground, and the pockets at each
corner can be filled with sand or rocks so that the
blanket will not fly away. You can also use it as a
shield against the wind or sunlight by attaching
ropes to the corner rings
Delivered in a built-in stuff sack for easy
transportation and safekeeping, the beach
blanket dries quickly and is mildew-resistant

Material | parachute nylon

Waterproof 2000 mm
Covers all hammocks except Honeymoon and
Mammock

Size | 2 x 2.6 m

Maximum load | 200 kg

Material | 100 % polyester

Material | 100 % nylon

RRP | $39.95

RRP | $17.95

Skin friendly

Open size | 25 cm
Pouch size | 13 cm x 10 cm
Weight | 150 g

Colours | assorted
RRP | $12.50

Despite its large capacity, the Supermarket Bag is
incredibly packable. It stores easily in another bag
or within your car, while taking up minimal space.
With multiple colour options available, mildew
resistant, and machine washable at 30ºC

Fast drying

Open size | 58 cm x 50 cm

Mildew-resistant

Cover size | 9 cm x 7 cm x 5 cm

Quick release buckles for easy set-up

Open size | 2.13 m x 2.13 m

Weight | 75 g

Comes in Moon Pouch

Pouch size | 12 cm x 18 cm x 8 cm

Volume | 40 L

Size | 250 cm x 250 cm

Weight | 420 g

Carrying capacity | 15 kg

Weight | 412 g (max weight)

Material | high grade parachute nylon

Colours | assorted

Material | 20D ripstop Sil-Nylon

Colours | royal blue / sky blue, aqua / orange,
emerald / green

RRP | $14.95

Includes 2 x Y-shape aluminum 15 cm pegs and 4
adjustable guy-lines

Colour | green
RRP | $299.95
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RRP | $49.95
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Mini Backpack

Backpack Plus

Eco Market Bag

TMMBB

TMBPP

TMMB

It is a helpful companion that will save the day,
everyday!

Thanks to built-in padding, integrated chest
strap, many storage options and its ultra compact
design of 178 grams, the 25 litres pack is the
one bag that is proven to be equally enjoyed on
hikes or travels and also with work and everyday
use. The large volume combined with separate
compartments for a computer, a generous zipped
top compartment, an internal pouch to safely
keep cards and documents away from prying eyes,
a neat stash and many more practical details

The 20-litre Market Bag is the most popular size
in our eco-bag collection

All backpack plus bags are made by hand with
a lining in a contrasting colour. The smart low
key appearance of this bag doesn’t reveal all the
convenience of this ticket to the moon original.
All of our eco-friendly bags are made with
repurposed breathable parachute nylon, and
therefore they dry quickly, are rot-resistant and
machine-washable at 30 °C

Size | 46 cm x 42 cm

Since it was launched in 2012, the Mini Backpack
has been refined several times, and now features
supreme comfort and superb functionality
Includes Smart Stuffing Pouch
Size | 28 cm x 42 cm x 15 cm
Weight | 105 g
Volume | 15 L
Carrying capacity | 15 kg
Colours | assorted
RRP | $34.95

Open size | 48 cm x 50 cm x 20 cm
Weight | 178 g
Volume | 25 L
Carrying capacity | 15 kg
Colours | assorted
RRP | $49.95
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The double handles and strap allow for carrying
your things with ease
Hammock fabric is washable, so you can reuse
your bag again and again
It certainly is a durable alternative for plastic bags.
You will appreciate the two hidden handles that
provide you with additional carrying options

Weight | 55 g
Volume | 20 L
Carrying capacity | 15 kg
Colours | assorted
RRP | $9.95

Contact Us
Brand Manager & Director
Steve Hawkshaw
P | (02) 9052 6432
E | steve@climbinganchors.com

Sales & Customer Service
Briana Chellew
Stephen Worley
P | (02) 9052 6432
E | sales@climbinganchors.com

QLD & NT Agent
Rob Saunders
Momentum Agencies
M | 0437 002 604
E | rob@momentumagencies.com.au

ACT, NSW, SA, TAS, VIC & WA Agent
Matt Hamlyn
M | 0432 025 958
P | (02) 9051 2425
E | matt@climbinganchors.com

Marketing
Isabel Hermosisima
M | 0416 388 069
P | (02) 9051 2425
E | isabel@climbinganchors.com
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